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Abstract
The intensity function of a nonhomogeneous point process is estimated using
the semi-parametric penalized maximum likelihood approach. We consider the
independent Poisson and mixed Poisson models in one dimensional (temporal)
and two dimensional (spatial) problems. We develop a methodology based on
the Finite Element Method, which can be applied on an arbitrary underlying
geometry. The details of using the method are presented for the case where the
exact event times/locations are known as well as for the case where panel count
data are available. The optimal value of the penalty parameter is selected using
two criteria: restricted maximum likelihood and generalized cross validation.
The methodology is validated through analyses of simulated and real data.
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Introduction
In this work we develop a numerical technique for the analysis of event counts. This
type of data commonly arise in studies of chronic medical conditions, such as asthma,
migraine and epilepsy. The Poisson and mixed Poisson models have become the stan
dard in this line of empirical research, since they naturally account for the nonnegative
and discrete nature of the data. Often the rate at which the counts are generated
changes substantially over time and cannot be approximated reasonably by a con
stant, rather it is modelled as a function of time. With the continuous increase of
computational power and the availability of ever larger data samples, the functional
approach to estimation of the underlying intensity function is of growing practical
significance.
If the underlying intensity is assumed to be a smooth function a common method
would be to model it using splines. However, spline interpolation is only one of many
numerical methods that can be used to solve for an unknown smooth function. Here
we consider the possibility of applying the method of Finite Elements instead. It is
an extremely successful general purpose numerical technique that is widely used in
engineering applications, applied mathematics and other areas where computational
methods are essential. The Finite Element Method is used in large scale simulations
on the world's largest supercomputers and cutting edge methods and technologies are
continuously being developed to extend and improve it. The possibility to tap into
such immense computational resource and apply it to the analysis of event counts is
well worth investigating.
In chapter 1 we recall the basic ideas about point processes and models of event
locations/panel counts. We also present the fundamental ideas of the Finite Ele
ment Method and describe in some detail the construction of the interpolation basis
associated with the specific type of Finite Elements that we use. Chapter 2 fully
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develops the models for event locations and panel counts. It also describes all aspects
of the numerical procedures that we use for the estimation of the intensity and for
the selection of the penalty parameter. Some of the more technical details from this
section are outsourced to appendices A and B. In chapter 3, we validate the proposed
methodology with simulation studies for each of the models considered in chapter 2.
An illustration using a real-world dataset is also given at the end of chapter 3.

1

Background

1.1

Modelling counts

We consider a collection of M random variables {A^s)}^. Each JVj is a stochastic
process counting the number of events experienced by the z-th experimental unit. Here
s

is a deterministic variable which indexes location within the domain of interest SI

We say that our model is of dimension d, if Q is a subset of Rd with non-empty
interior. An example of 1-dimensional model is to consider a study that follows M
asthma patients over a period of T years and records the number of asthma incidents
each patient experiences. In this case, we interpret s as time and set

= [0, T].

Another study, that records the occurrences of a certain type of cancer in the
province of BC over a number of years, we analyze using a 3-dimensional model. In
this case,

is a right cylinder having the territory of the province as its base and s

is interpreted as the time and geographic location.
It is possible to record count data in two ways - event time/location data and
panel data. In the first case, the exact values of s for all events of all subjects are
known. This data may be reported as a collection, {sij}, of event locations, where
i = 1, ..., M and j = 1,..., N i } with TV, being the total count for subject i.

The panel data approach aggregates the data over L observation regions and re
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ports the number of events experienced by each of the M subjects in each observation
region. In this case, the data is an MxL matrix N, with Nij being the count of subject
i observed in region j.

The event time/location data is the limiting form of the panel data case, if we
let the number of regions, L, increase to infinity, while the measures of the regions
shrink down to zero. It is clear that aggregating the data to produce panel data
results in loss of information. However, the reality is that panel data are much more
common, especially in the medical field outside of critical care situations, since con
tinuous monitoring of patients is expensive and intrusive. Moreover, even when event
times/locations are available, they are often recorded imprecisely, and aggregation
helps to eliminate problems due to excessive noise in the event times/locations data.

1.1.1

Nonhomogeneous Poisson model

The usual notion of a Poisson process is one of a process counting the number of events
as they appear randomly in time, i.e. on a one-dimensional semiinfinite real line (see
for example section 2.1 in [24], or [22]). Here we prefer the following equivalent
definition of a Poisson process as a random point process, because it generalizes
straightforwardly to the multidimensional case (see section 2.5 in [24], or section 2.1
in [18]).
Consider a stochastic process N ( s ) , which is defined for .s £ i l C Rrf. We say that
N(s) is a Poisson process with intensity A > 0, if the following two conditions are
met.
1. For any A C Q, the number, N ( A ), of events occurring in A is a Poisson random
variable with mean

= A|j4|, where |^4| is the measure of A .

2. For any two disjoint subsets A , B C Q , A D B = 0, the random variables N ( A )
and N(B) are independent.
3

The Poisson process is called nonhomogeneous, if the intensity A is not constant, but
a function of s. In this case, we require that A(s) > 0 for all s e fl, and replace the
mean in the definition above with

MA = f X(s)ds.
JA

Event times/locations data.

Let N i = N t (Si) be the total number of events

recorded by the z-th counting process and let

for j =

be the exact

locations of these events. Let i and j be arbitrary but fixed and consider a ball Bj^
with some small radius e > 0 and centre Sy. Assuming that the Poisson postulates
hold, we have
PW(Btt.) = 1)

= A(S|j)j

which can be used to derive the likelihood of the even times/locations data (see [2])
M

c-n
i-1

Panel data.

Ni

nA(%) exp
U=1

— f

X(s)di

Jn

For brevity of our exposition we assume that the observation regions

are the same for all experimental units, however such assumption is not essential.
Let
UjLi Rj —

RL be a partitioning of

such that Rj fl RK = 0, whenever j ^ k and

The count of process N t ( s ) over region R j is denoted iV;j = N i ( R j ) ,

and has expected value
Vij = /

X(s)ds.

J Rj

The likelihood of the panel data is given by

c-

N N ^
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this is known as independent Poisson model.

1.1.2

Proportional intensity assumption

So far we have modelled the M subjects identically in their stochastic behaviour. It
is more realistic to allow each subject to have their own intensity function Ai(s). The
•proportional intensity assumption of Cox, [9], stipulates that the individual intensities

are pairwise proportional, i.e. their ratios do not vary with s. This leads to the
following representation of Aj(s)

Aj(s) = A 0(s)ex^,

where Xj is a vector of covariates associated with subject /, (3 is a vector of covariate
effects and A0(s) is called the baseline intensity function.

1.1.3

Overdispersion

One commonly encountered problem when working with the Poisson distribution is
overdispersion, where the variability of the data is larger than the variability suggested

by the model. Since for a Poisson model the mean is equal to the variance, this
indicates that the Poisson model is not adequate in general situations.
One well established technique to remedy this situation in the analysis of count
data, as suggested in [20], is to introduce a subject-specific random effect z/, like so

Xi( s )

= ^A0(s)ex^.

(1.1)

Thus, Ni(s) becomes a mixed Poisson process, and in order to be well defined, the ran
dom effect Vi must be positive. Without loss of generality, we also assume that E [i^] =
1, so that the unconditional mean of iV, remains unchanged: E [A r , ; ] = e x > r/3 ( n X 0 (s)ds.

5

If the distribution of Ui has a variance parameter r, it allows the model the added
flexibility required to explain the extra observed variability.
The conditional distribution of our data, given ^ is Poisson

Poisson(/ijj)

(1.2)

with mean
(1.3)
However, now the marginal distribution will depend on the distribution of

In

particular, assuming that the ^ are independent, the likelihood of the data becomes

where Pi{u) is the p.d.f. of ut.
The usual choice of distribution for vt is r(^,r) with p.d.f.

u, r > 0,

(1.4)

which has mean 1 and variance r. In this case the unconditional distribution of iV^
will be negative binomial with mean Hij and variance ;/,tJ + r//,^.

1.1.4

Estimation

The fact that our model fully specifies the distributions of all random quantities,
allows the use of Maximum Likelihood estimation. We choose a nonparametric ap
proach to the estimation of the baseline intensity, because of its generality and greater
flexibility.
One caveat that is good to address from the start, is the fact that A0(s) must be
6

positive. A simple solution, one that allows us to avoid constrained optimization, is
to use a transformation of the form

A0 ( s ) = ea(s).

Now for any function a ( s ) we get a positive function A0(,s) of the same smoothness.
We employ a penalized maximum likelihood approach, where we seek a smooth
function A and a set of parameters (r, F3) that maximize the following functional

J(r, j3 , a) = C(T ,(3, a) - SV( A ) .

(1.5)

Here V { a ) is a penalty term, which controls the "smoothness" of a, while 5 is a given
penalty parameter, which controls the trade-off between fidelity to the observed data
(at 5 = 0) and smoothness of the solution (as S —> oo).
The most commonly used penalty is the square of the L 2 norm of the second
derivative of alpha, e.g. in the 1-d case

(1.6)

In general, the penalty term may be any functional defined on the space of admissible
a, satisfying V(a) > 0. As the penalty parameter, <5, increases, giving more weight to
the penalty term in (1.5), the optimal a approaches the function in the null space of
V, Null(P) = {a \P( A) = 0} , that maximizes the likelihood. In this sense, the choice

of penalty functional is in fact a choice of the space of models that are favoured by the
maximizer of (1.5). Therefore, the form of the penalty term should be selected in each
case, by taking into account the nature of the underlying processes and phenomena.
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As suggested in [14], one way to select a penalty term is to consider

V(a) =

f

[Lafds,

(1.7)

in
where L is any linear differential operator. The favoured class of models in this case
is the space of solutions of the differential equation La = 0
In the examples considered hereafter, we use the penalty (1.6) for simplicity. How
ever the developed methodology is general and, at least in principle, can be applied
with (1.7) with any choice of the operator L.
The use of splines to represent a in the numerical maximization of (1.5) is com
monplace, due to their popularity and simplicity of implementation. Furthermore, as
shown in [23], a natural cubic spline is the optimal solution in the 1-dimensional case.
In this study, we suggest the use of Finite Elements discretization as an alternative
to splines.

1.2

The Finite Element Method

The Finite Element method (hereafter abbreviated FEM) has its origins in the mid
1950's, when it was developed as a method for solving elasticity and structural me
chanics problems in civil and aeronautical engineering [3, 8]. Since then the number
of applications using this method has steadily grown and they nowadays include heat
transfer, solid and fluid mechanics, wave scattering, mass transfer, data smoothing
and option pricing, just to name a few [7, 28, 4, 25, 21, 1]. The method has been
so successful in solving Partial Differential Equations (PDE), that today the term
"Finite Element Method" is practically synonymous with the numerical solutions of
PDEs.
The FEM derives its immense success from two crucial properties: the superior
interpolation properties of the finite element discretization and a flexible solution
8

framework that allows proper mathematical formulation of a wide range of problems.
The former is of practical significance, while the latter is essential, since failure of the
approximate solution to achieve acceptable accuracy is often linked to deviation from
the mathematical foundations.
It is difficult to give a precise definition of what FEM is since the term is used
very loosely to refer to a vast collection of approximation techniques for the solutions
of differential equations. Here, we will use only the essence of the method, namely
the Finite Element interpolation, and apply it to the analysis of count data instead
of splines.
Splines in one dimension are usually represented with a B-spline basis, which is
used due to a number of desirable properties [10, 23]. The B-splines, by definition,
are the splines of minimal support for the given degree and smoothness, which means
that evaluation of a spline at given point requires evaluation of only part of the Bspline basis functions. In addition, B-splines can be computed by the familiar de Boor
algorithm, which is numerically very stable and efficient [10]. Similarly, the FE basis
functions have a very local support, spanning at most two neighbouring elements,
and their computation is straight forward, since explicit formulae are always known.
In two (or more) dimensions, spline bases are often constructed as Cartesian prod
uct of two (or more) univariate B-spline bases, one for each dimension; the so-called
tensor product B-splines. This approach clearly requires a rectangular domain, which
may not be appropriate. The FE interpolation, on the other hand, is famously flexible
and can be used on any regular domain. All that is needed is to generate a triangular
or quadrilateral grid covering the domain, for which there are many methods, see for
example [12, 5], and a rich collection of commercial and open-source libraries is avail
able. In addition, the local support of the FE basis functions means that the matrices
involved in the discretization of the problem are sparse. This becomes very impor
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tant from the point of view of implementation, since adequate interpolation in higher
dimensions requires ever larger numbers of degrees of freedom, and full matrices of
such sizes soon become too large to fit in the computer memory.
In one dimension, the natural cubic spline is a natural choice for the numerical
solution of a penalized maximum likelihood estimation problem, due to the following
famous property. Among all smooth functions interpolating a set of n values {//,} at
n distinct points {xj, the one with minimal second derivative, in the sense of its L 2

norm, f*"[f"(x)]2dx, is the natural cubic spline. However, this remarkable property
does not generalize to higher dimensions, since the solutions of such minimization
problems in two or more dimensions are not piecewise polynomials, see remark 5.7
in [19]. In fact, these minimization problems are solved via variational formulations,
which are the back bone of the FE framework, making FEM a natural choice for the
multivariate extension of penalized maximum likelihood estimation.

1.2.1

Fundamentals of FE interpolation

General idea of interpolation
Most generally, an interpolation problem is one of finding a function, belonging to
a specified space of functions, which satisfies specified interpolation conditions. A nec
essary condition for the uniqueness of the solution is that the number of interpolation
conditions equals the dimension of the functional space.
Let X be a linear space and let Xft be a linear sub-space of X, with finite dimension
n. Suppose that the following n interpolation conditions are given

z = l,...,n,

l i ( f ) = fi,

(1.8)

where / € X is a function, 7; : X -» R are linear functionals on X and /, € IR are
real numbers. A function ft, £ X/( which satisfies the interpolation conditions (1.8) is
10

called th ie interpolant of / in X h . The subspace X f l is called the interpolation space
or appro ximation space.
Let \ {<Pj,j = 1 , . . . , n } b e a b a s i s o f X ^ . T h e n e a c h f u n c t i o n i n X ^ i s a l i n e a r

c o m b i n a tion of the y/s, in particular, there is a set of real numbers {a^, j = 1,..., n},
such tha ,t
n

fk

=a

j*p)j=1

Applying each of the conditions (1.8) on fh and using the linearity of the 7,'s, we get
the following system of equations
71
7iifh) = ^ a j l i ( ^ j ) = fi,

i = 1,..., n.

(1.9)

j'=i
This is a linear system of n equations with n unknowns. Written in matrix-vector
notation, it can be expressed as
Sa = f
where S is an nxn matrix with entries

(1.10)

= 7i('-Pj), a = ( a i , . . . , a n )T is a vector of the

unknown coefficients and f = (/j,..., /„) . The matrix S is called the interpolation
matrix and depends on the choice of the basis {(/?*}. The interpolation problem has

a unique solution provided that S is nonsingular.
A special choice of the basis

which satisfies

7i(fj)

=

(1-11)

where bij is the Kronecker symbol, is called the interpolation basis. In this case the
interpolation matrix is the nxn identity and the solution of (1.10) is trivially

Qj

fi,

i

11

1,..., n.

The mapping J : X —> X^, which associates functions / with their interpolants
fh = If is called the interpolation operator. In the interpolation basis, the interpo

lation operator is
n

Z/ = £-r,y>,.

v/ex.

The linear functionals 7* are often called degrees of freedom. The functions ^ that
form the interpolation basis for given degrees of freedom, are called shape functions.
The interpolation operator is specified by the interpolation space and the degrees of
freedom.
Example 1. Find the straight line passing through two points (xi,y\) and { x 2 , y 2 )

with X\ 7^ x 2 .
For this problem, the interpolation space is X^ = Pi, the space of polynomials of
degree not exceeding 1. We may consider X, most generally, to be the space of all
functions that are defined at X\ and x2. Since the interpolation conditions are

fh( x i ) = y u

f h { x 2 ) = y2

we have the following degrees of freedom

7I(/) = /(ZI),

12(f) = f{x2)-

It is easy to verify that the shape functions are

Thus, the solution of our interpolation problem is

V h ( x ) = y m ( x ) + y 2 vi { x ) = y i — — - + y 2 - — — ,
x 2 - Xi
x2
Xi
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and in general, the interpolation operator for this problem is

l f ( x ) = f (xl)^^ + f( x 2 ) X
x2 - Xl

Xl

X 2 - Xl

Interpolation using finite elements
There are a large number of introductory texts on FEM. While writing what follows,
we have referred to the introductory sections of more advanced FEM books, namely
chapter 1 in [11] and chapter 2 in [7].
The Finite Element Method is first and foremost a systematic technique for build
ing finite-dimensional interpolation spaces. The first step is to discretize the domain,
Q, by partitioning it into small and simple subdomains called finite elements. In
1-d the finite elements are always intervals, while in 2-d they are usually triangles or
quadrilaterals. Usually the partitioning is characterized by a discretization parameter
/?., which measures the maximum size of the finite elements. We denote the set of all
finite elements by %• The finite element interpolation space X/, is defined through
a specific process, which we will first describe in general and later illustrate with
examples.
The most basic aspect of the FEM, is that the interpolation problem is solved
locally, within each finite element, and then the local interpolants are patched together
to form a global solution defined on the whole Q.
In order to define a type of finite elements, one must specify a geometric shape
and formulate an interpolation problem on it. Let K € Th be a finite element.
The interpolation problem on K is specified by choosing an interpolation space, Vk,
and degrees of freedom

=

j7/1', i

— l,...,A;j. From these, one can derive the

corresponding shape functions, which we denote

— 1, • • •, fc|. Here k equals

the dimension of Vk The second basic aspect of the FEM is that the spaces Vk contain polynomi
13

als. Although, the methodology can be extended to more general local interpolation
spaces, all convergence results and convenient implementation techniques of FEM rely
on Vk being polynomial spaces.
The global interpolation space contains functions, whose restrictions to the finite
elements belong to their local interpolation spaces, but usually not all such functions.
In addition, there may be a requirement that the functions in Xh be of a certain
smoothness. For example, if we require rn,-times differentiate functions, then we
may have
(1.12)

In the simplest form of FEM, the local interpolation problem is the standard
Lagrangian interpolation, where one seeks a polynomial that matches given function
values at given points, also called interpolation nodes. When this is the case, we say
that the finite element is of Lagrangian type. Thus, each element is equipped with k
local interpolation nodes.
When two (or more) neighbouring finite elements share a common node, naturally
they also share the associated degree of freedom. All degrees of freedom of all finite
elements in the discretization of Q make up the set of global degrees of freedom, which
we denote F.
The third basic aspect of the FEM is that the interpolation basis in X h for the
degrees of freedom in T contains shape functions that are easy to describe and whose
supports are localized to a small number of finite elements.
Consider a global degree of freedom 7y £ F. The global shape function ipj corre
sponding to 7j is defined piecewise on each element K € Th through the local shape

14

functions as follows

v?

<Pj : 0 —> E s.t.

ipj

if7j=7«erv,
(1.13)

K

0

if 7j i r K .

It is easy to see that the functions defined this way form an interpolation basis for the
degrees of freedom in T on the space they span. However, it is not necessarily true
that the functions defined in (1.13) span Xh as defined in (1.12), i.e. the tp/'s may
not have the required smoothness. For now, we will just say that the smoothness of
the shape functions must be insured by clever choice of the local nodes and degrees
of freedom and later we will discuss further this issue.
To illustrate the process of constructing finite element interpolation spaces we will
consider the simplest cases of 1-d and 2-d piecewise linear interpolation.
Exam,pie 2. 1-d linear Lagrangian Finite Element. See section 1.1.2 in [11] for a

detailed treatment of this FE type.
Let Q = [a , b ]. For h . = ^ we have the following partitioning of Q into n finite
elements
(1.14)

where
i = 0,..., n .

Xi = a + i h ,

(1.15)

On each element we have a linear interpolation problem, the same one we consid
ered in example 1. The local interpolation space is

= Pi = span {1, x}, the same

for all i. We choose the local interpolation nodes to be the endpoints of the finite
element, namely

and xl. The local degrees of freedom are the function values at

the nodes
= f { X i - 1),

72 % ( f ) = f ( X i ) ,
15

I

Figure 1: Local basis of Id linear Lagrangian Finite Element

1"

fO
\

<P\
A

fi— 1

Xi-1

fi

Pi+l

X i+1

Xi

f n — 1 <pn

•4

^n—1

1

Figure 2: Global basis of Id linear Lagrangian Finite Element
and the local shape functions are (see figure 1):

=

(i.ie)

All interpolation nodes of all finite elements are { ' X j , i = 0, ...,n} and the function
values at these points are the global degrees of freedom

li(

f)=

i = 0,...,n.

Clearly, each interior node, x t for i = 1, n — 1, is common to two elements: it is
local node 2 in Kt and local node 1 in Kl+]. So, the global shape functions are (see
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figure 2):

(pi^x) =
i= 0

Xl

h

X>

x <E K ,

<PO(x) =

I

otherwise

0
vil{x)

i —1 , n—1

xi+i - x
7
,

!/?fl+1(x)

=

0
<p? n (x) =

X t Aj+i

otherwise
x

* n ~\

xeK,

<pn(x)

i — n

0

otherwise

It is not difficult to verify that <fii(xj) = 5ij. In addition, the continuity of the
shape functions is achieved by placing the interpolation nodes at the points where
the different pieces of

(fi (x)

must connect, i.e. at the endpoints of the finite elements.

Thus, it is insured that at the endpoints of the finite elements, Xj, the value from
the left and the value from the right both match the value of the associated degree
of freedom, 7j. Therefore, the global interpolation space, span {<^0, • • •, <pn}, is (see
proposition 1.1 in [11]):

Example 3. 2-d linear Lagrangian triangular finite element, (section 1.2.3 in [11]).

Let

C M2 be closed, bounded and connected and let Th be a triangulation of

Q. Each finite element, K e Th is a triangle (see figure 3). The local interpolation
space is the space of bivariate polynomials of degree one, VK = Pi — span {1. x, //},
which has dimension 3. We choose as interpolation nodes the three vertices of K ,
which we denote by x^, i = 1, 2, 3. Here the bold x denotes a point in the x?/-plane,
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K,

lK{x)=

Figure 3: Triangular 2d finite element

[o.:tri,iUr>.o.2|

Figure 4: Barycentric coordinates

i.e. xf = ( x f , y f ) - , we will also use the notation /(x) to denote f ( x , y ) . The degrees
of freedom are the function values at the nodes

7/"'(/) =/(*f), « = 1,2,3.

It is customary and convenient to work with the so called barycentric coordinates
(see section 2.1 in [19]). With each point, x, in the interior of K we can associate a
triple of real numbers (£f

which determine uniquely the position of x with

respect to the triangle. The point x splits K into three triangles, K \ , K 2 , K 3 , as
shown in figure 4. By definition, the barycentric coordinates sum up to one and are
in the same proportion as the areas of the three triangles. One convenient formula
for the area of a triangle using the Cartesian coordinates of its three vertices is

AK =

1

1

X, r K
1

XK

/r
Xo

Vi

V2

y3

;

K

This formula gives the signed area of K , with positive sign if the numbering of the
three vertices increase in counter-clockwise direction about K, as shown in figure 3,
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and the sign is negative otherwise. Similarly, the areas of the three subtriangles are

1

1

1

1

2

3

,4 2 (X) = - X K2

y V2

Vz

y\K

(x) =

1
tX

^
3

y

id

fy*

1

1
,4*3 (X) =

1

1

,rK

,rK

,r

'/!'•

</f

y

1

2

(1.17)
Since the areas of the three subtriangles add up to the area of K, we have the following
formula for the barycentric coordinates

<f(x) =

AK

4'W

=

^W
AK

alld^(x) =

^W.
AK

(1.18)

The definition of barycentric coordinates can be extended to points outside K by
the above formulas. The points inside K are characterized by the fact that all three
barycentric coordinates are positive (and less than one), while for points outside K
there is always at least one £ that is negative.
Notice that the barycentric coordinate £f(x) is one when x = xf and zero at the
other two vertices, i.e.
i f ( x f ) = Sij,

V i , j = 1,2,3.

This follows from the definition and can be verified directly from (1.18). It is also
clear from (1.17) that the barycentric coordinates are affine functions of x and y.
Therefore, they are the local interpolation basis for the linear Lagrangian triangular
FE (see figure 5)
<^f(x) = ^f(x),

i = l,2,3.

(1.19)

The global degrees of freedom are once again the function values at the nodes and
the global shape functions are constructed piecewise from the local shape functions
according to formula (1.13). A typical shape function is illustrated in figure 6. The
continuity of the global shape functions in all of Q is a special case of Theorem 2.2.3
19

Figure 5: Local basis of 2d linear Lagrangian Finite Element

Figure 6: Global basis of 2d linear Lagrangian Finite Element
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in [7]. Consider a function v G span{y?j} and an edge e of the grid, which is the
common side of two adjacent triangles, Ki and Kj. The two pieces of v from the two
triangles, v\K. and v\K , restricted to the common edge are lines that match at the
two nodes of e. Therefore, they match at every point of e, making v a continuous
function. Thus the global interpolation space is

X„ = { v e C ° { t i ) \ v \ K € F u V K e T h } .

1.2.2

The C1 cubic finite element

The motivation behind using C1 finite elements is that this is the lowest smoothness
that is sufficient to penalize the second derivative. In order for (1.6) to be well defined,
we need functions that have square integrable second derivatives. To see that this
holds, consider a finite element interpolation space (1.12) for m = 1. If Vh G X/t,
t h e n v h a n d i t s f i r s t d e r i v a t i v e s a r e c o n t i n u o u s , s o v?, G L 2 ( Q ) a n d V v h G 1 2 (SI)In addition, the second derivatives of

are piecewise polynomial functions, which

may have jump discontinuities at the interfaces between elements. Nevertheless, the
second derivatives are also square integrable. Therefore Vh G H2 (i}) (proposition 1.81
in [11]).
We saw in the previous section that C ° continuity of the global FE interpolates
is achieved by placing interpolation nodes at the vertices of the finite elements and
having the function values as the degrees of freedom. In a similar way, in this section
we obtain Cl finite element interpolation by using the same nodes and having as
degrees of freedom the values of the first derivatives in addition to the function values.
This is known as Herrriitian interpolation and so finite elements of this type are called
Hermitian.

The 1-d cubic Hermitian finite element
21

(section 1.4.6 in [11]).

1.

f ••
0

X,-l

^x,

-¥>?'(*) -

¥>"(*)

r •'(x) "

Figure 7: Local basis of Id cubic Hermitian Finite Element
<Pi-1 'Pi

^Pn- 1

Vi+l

j+1
^Jxi

\ /xi\iJx\yxi+i

\jx^

Figure 8: Global basis of Id cubic Hermitian Finite Element
The partitioning of 0 into finite elements and interpolation nodes is the same here
as in the linear Lagrangian FE discussed above in (1.14) and (1.15).
Consider a finite element Ki with nodes Xj_i and

We have two degrees of

freedom at each node, namely

7f ' ( / ) = /(zi)>

li'if) = f(xi-i),

(1.20)

Iz' U ) = /'(^-i)

and

^ ( f ) = f'(Xi).

Because we have four interpolation conditions, the natural choice of local approxi
mation space is the four dimensional P3 = span {1, .t, x2,

The shape functions

associated with this Hermitian interpolation problem can be written in terms of the
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one-dimensional analogue of barycentric coordinates. Specifically, if we denote
Xi - x

Xi - Xi-i

and

(-2'(x)

X - XI-I

(1.21)

we have the following formulas for the shape functions (see figure 7).

- «?•(*)

= e f - ( x ) + e f - ( ! ) ( ? • ( z ) [1 - 2«f'(i)
(122)
If,'(l) = (x, ~

1"'(X)

Xi-,)

= -fe -ii-iKf'(i)
The global degrees of freedom are 2n + 2, and just to fix notation we number
them so that degrees of freedom from 0 to n are the function values, while the ones
from n + 1 to 2n + 2 are the values of the first derivative. More specifically, the
four local degrees of freedom of element Ki are the same as global degrees of freedom
i — l,i,n + i,n + i + l in this order. The standard formula (1.13) for the global shape

functions applies here. Some global shape functions are illustrated in figure 8.

The 2-d cubic Hermitian triangular finite element

(section 2.2 in [7]).

Once again we start with the same triangulation Th of Q, as in the linear Lagrangian
case and consider a single element

K (zTh-

The local approximation space is

P3 = span { l , x , y , x 2 , x y , y 2 : x3, x 2 y , x y 2 , y3},

which has dimension ten. There are nine degrees of freedom for the values of the
function and its two partial first derivatives at the three vertices of
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K.

In order to

close the system, we add an interpolation node at the centroid of the triangle

i=l

and the function value at xf becomes the tenth degree of freedom. We have
7f (/)

= /(xf),

12(f) = /(xf), 73*(/) - /(xf),
d f ( xf)
d/(xf)

(/) - ^ 7e*(/) =
^/(xf)
75 ( / )

7r*(/) =

"

<9:r

5/(xf)
dy

-rf (/)

79* (/) =

<9:/:
0/(x3*)

(1.23)

dy

l\o = /(xf )•
This is a well defined two-dimensional interpolation problem and has a unique solu
tion, as long as the triangle K is not degenerate (Theorem 2.2.8 in [7]).
In order to simplify our notation, until the end of this paragraph, we will drop
the super-script K indicating that local quantities are associated with finite element
K. We will reintroduce this notation, where it is necessary to avoid ambiguity.
The cubic Hermite triangle.

We consider the following basis of

P3,

using the

barycentric coordinates defined in (1.18) (see equation 2.2.37 in [7]).

61 (x

= -2

£i(x)

£x(x)

-7^i(x )4j(x )4(x)

62 (x

= - 2

4J(x)

4J( x )

- 7^( X )4J ( X )4( X )

= -2

4(x)

64

(x

(1.24)

+ 3 £ 3 (x )] 2 -7^( x)£ 2 (X )4( X)

= £I(X)£2(X) 2£I(X) + £2{X) ~ 1

(1.25)
b5 (x = £j(x)4(x) [2^1 (x) + 4(x) - 1

24

Figure 9: Local basis of cubic Hermitian triangle
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&e(x) = ^(x)^i(x) 2 £ 2 ( x ) + £ i ( x ) - 1
(1.26)
b 7 ( x ) = £ 2 ( x ) £ 3 ( x ) 2£2(X) + £3(x) - 1

b8(x) = £ 3 (X)£I(X) 2£3(X ) + £ 1 ( X ) - 1
(1.27)
bg(x) = £3(x)£2(x) 2 £ 3 ( X ) + £ 2 { x ) - 1
&io(x) = 27£ I ( X ) £ 2 ( X ) £ 3 ( X )

(1.28)

These local basis functions are illustrated in figure 9.
The first three functions, (1.24), are associated with the function values at the
vertices of K. Functions four and five, (1.25), are associated with two derivatives at
vertex x1; functions six and seven, (1.26), are associated with a pair of derivatives
at x2, functions eight and nine, (1.27) with derivatives at x3, and finally function
ten, (1.28), takes care of the function value at the centroid. However, this is not an
interpolation basis, since (1.11) does not hold.
Direct verification confirms that the derivatives of b A and b 5 at xi are

V64(x ! ) = V £ 2 ,

V65(Xl) = V £ 3 .

(1.29)

Notice that the gradients of the barycentric, coordinates are constant. Also, the graph
of 2 = £i(x, y) is a plane that takes value 1 at xt and crosses the xy-plane along the side
of K that is opposite vertex Xj (see figure 5). Therefore, V£i is a vector perpendicular
to that side and pointing inwards.
We see that b,\ and b5 are shape functions for the directional derivatives at Xi in
directions perpendicular to the sides of K that meet at vertex Xi. All we need to do
is rotate the two functions so that their gradients point in the x- and y- coordinate di
rections instead. In particular, we seek two functions b4 and b5 as linear combinations
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of b,\ and b 5 ,
b4 (x)

(1.30)

A
M

x

),

such that
V64(X!) = (1,0)T,

V65(Xi) = (0,1)

T

(1.31)

From (1.29), (1.30), and (1.31) it follows that A is the matrix solution of

—T

A = (yi 2

vi, ve

where (.)

T

w3)

>

means the transposed inverse matrix.

A new basis for P3 is
6I (x) = 6X (x) ft2(x)

.

= F >2(x)

6 3 (X) = 6 3 (X)

(w 2 W3)

(

(W,
V

\~T Ae( x
W3)
' W( x

/

(1.32)

b8(x

Wl

v<2

s,
\0g(x

610(x) = 6io(x)
This basis is the one we will work with, although it is still not an interpolation
basis. We have 7i(bj) = Sij for i = 1,..., 9 and j = 1,..., 10. However 710(bj) ^ 0
for j = 1,... ,9, i.e. the first nine basis functions do not vanish at the centroid of
the triangle. It is possible to modify the first nine functions so that the basis would
satisfy (1.11), but we won't do this, because it is not necessary for our purposes. This
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is because the cubic Hermitian triangle does not yield C1 smooth interpolation and
we will not use it as our interpolation space. Nevertheless, we will use this Hermitian
basis to compute the basis of a truly C l interpolation basis, which we present later
in this section.
To see that this basis is not C1, let us discuss the smoothness of a global interpolant, vh, assembled piecewise from the solutions of local interpolation problems.
Consider an interior edge, separating two adjacent finite elements. Along the edge,
both pieces of vh are (univariate) cubic polynomials. They match values at the two
vertices of the edge. Also, their derivatives in direction tangential to the common
edge match at the vertices. We have two cubic polynomials satisfying the same four
Hermitian interpolation conditions, therefore they match everywhere along the edge.
Lastly, the derivatives of both pieces of vh in direction perpendicular to the edge are
quadratic polynomials that match at the two vertices. But two conditions are not
sufficient to uniquely determine a quadratic polynomial. It is clear from these consid
erations that this finite element is C° (theorem 2.2.10 in [7]), however, it is not C \
since the global interpolation space contains functions that do not belong in C 1 ^).
The discontinuity of the normal derivatives along interior edges of the finite ele
ment grid can be seen in figure 10, showing typical global basis functions associated
with the function value and the function's x- and y- partial derivatives at node Xj.
There are a total of 3n + k degrees of freedom, where n denotes the number of nodes
and k denotes the number of triangles in the grid. In addition to these 3n functions,
we have one global basis function associated with the function value at the centroid
of each triangle. Global basis function 6;in+l equals local basis function bfy within
element Kt and 0 outside Kt and can be seen at the bottom of figure 9.
The Hsieh-Clough-Toucher triangle, (section 6.2 in [19], section 6.1 in [7]).

The HCT triangle is a macro element in the sense that one HCT triangle is in fact
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bi + 2n

^i+n

Figure 10: Global basis of cubic Hermitian triangle
a cluster of three cubic Hermitian triangles (see figure 11). In this context we refer to
the three sub-elements as micro elements. The clustering allows us to introduce the
normal derivatives at the midpoints of the sides of the triangle as degrees of freedom,
insuring C1 continuity of the global interpolant, without increasing the degree of the
underlying polynomial pieces.
We split K into three triangles, K x . K> 2 , K : i , by
connecting the centroid, X4, to each of the three
vertices. The naming convention here is that mi
cro element Ki is the one not containing vertex
Xj. Each micro element is equipped with the de
grees of freedom as in (1.23) and basis (1.32). We
define the local interpolation space for K as fol- pjgUre u : Hsieh-Clough-Toucher
C'1-macro element
lows
VK = [veCl{K)

I Kt E

P3,

for i

L,2,3}.

(1.33)

This patch of cubic Hermitian triangles has 15 degrees of freedom: three at each of
the four nodes (function value and values of two derivatives) and one at each centroid
of the three micro elements. On the other hand, for C1 continuity, as we saw above,
it is enough to additionally match normal derivatives at the midpoints of the internal
edges, which gives three conditions. Therefore, dim VK = 12.
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Denote m,, the midpoint of the side of K opposite node Xj, i.e.

m j = ^ ( x j + x 2 + x 3 — Xj),

i = l,2,3.

Also, let Ui denote the unit vector that is normal to the side of K opposite x* and
pointing inwards, i.e.
• _ I r) o
Vl

||V^||'

z

With this notation, we have the following local degrees of freedom

71* (/) = /(xf),

7 3 A '(/) =

7f(/) = /(xf),

*</>-«£>.
=

I, ,?</) = tf(/)

The interpolation problem in

=M

<LJ4)

as defined in (1.33) with the above degrees of

freedom (1.34) has a unique solution (Theorem 6.1.2 in [7]). The 12 local shape
functions are illustrated in figure 12.
One way to compute the local shape functions is the following. We consider the
interpolation space of piecewise cubic polynomials, without any continuity require
ments across the boundaries of the micro elements

V- K = { U | V \ K X

e p3> f °r

i = 1 , 2 ,3}.

(1.35)

The minus is standard notation in the finite element literature for interpolation with
totally discontinuous functions. Clearly dimV-x — 30, ten basis functions, (1.32),
for each micro element in the patch. We extend the three local micro-bases into the
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Figure 12: Local basis of the HCT cubic triangle

following "global for the patch" basis of V -K

bfx(x),

0,
6f2(x),
0,
bf3(x),
0,

xeKi,

otherwise,
x G A'2,
otherwise,

(1.36)

x G K3,
otherwise,

i = 1, . . . , 1 0 .

Since V K C V - K , we can write the shape functions as linear combinations of the
functions in (1.36). To determine the coefficients, we construct a 30 by 30 linear
system.
Each vertex of K is shared by two micro elements, so each of the first nine degrees
of freedom in (1.34) give us two equations. In addition, the last three degrees of
freedom give us one equation each. So we have 21 equations to satisfy the interpolation
conditions. We use the remaining 9 equations to insure C1 continuity in the interior
of K. The barycentre X4 is shared among three micro elements. Requiring that the
values of the three pieces match at x4 gives us two linearly independent equations.
Similarly, matching the derivatives at X4 gives us another four equations. Finally, the
last three equations match the values of the normal derivatives at the midpoints of
the interior edges.
We solve this linear system once for each of the 12 shape functions. The matrix
of the system is the same, while the right-hand-sides differ in the first 21 equations
accordingly. The resulting coefficients can be stored in a 30-by-12 matrix, so that the
linear systems are only solved once. The 12 local shape functions obtained this way
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fn+i

r'i n^-i

<r3n+j

Figure 13: Global basis of cubic Hermitian triangle
form an interpolation basis, so we will denote them

,..., ip^2-

The global shape functions, assembled in the standard FEM fashion (1.13), are
of class C1 (Theorem 6.1.2 in [7]). Typical shape functions are shown in figure 13.
We have 3n + e basis functions, where e denotes the number of edges in the finite
element mesh. There are three shape functions associated with each node and one
associated with each edge. The latter, denoted pzn+j in the figure, is supported on
the two triangles containing edge j.

2

Semiparametric Nonhomogeneous Poisson Pro
cess Model

2.1

The likelihood function

In this section we add more details to the basic definitions and notation introduced in
section 1.1 to precisely specify the model we are considering. We start by presenting
a common description of both event locations data and panel data cases, and later
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we consider the specifics of each.
We have a collection of

M

independent random processes

s belonging to a bounded domain

C

N\(s),..., NM(S),

with

and Ni(A) taking a nonnegative integral

value for each A C fL The value of N{(A) represents the random number of events
of subject i occurring in A. We also assume that we have a random sample, which
consists of either:
1. event locations data: the total count for each process, {iVj =
with

points, Ui-i

{ s ij}fl v

where

e

Q

together

is the location where the j-th

event of the z-th subject occurred; or
2. panel data: a partitioning of Q into L mutually exclusive regions, R \ , . . . , R L ,
with U-Rj =

and a table of counts, {Nrj)Mx[/, where NtJ = Ni(Rj) is the

number of events for the i-th subject in the j-th region. In this case, we also
denote Ni = X^=i ^ij

=

the total number of events for the z-th individ

ual.
The individual intensities, as discussed in section 1.1.2, are assumed to take the
form
Xi(s) = Vi\o{s)exT0,

(2.1)

where Ac(s) is the baseline intensity, x, is a vector of covariates for subject i, (3 is
a vector of regression parameters, and

is a positive random variable with mean

E[i/j] = 1, variance Var[i/j] = r, and p.d.f. p(u) = p(i/;r). With these assumptions
on Ui, we readily find the mean and the variance of the total counts iV,, using the
conditional expectation and conditional variance/covariance theorems.

E[Ni] = E[E[iV,| i/j]] = E[viHi] = ^
Var[ N i ] = EpVar^l u t ] ] + VarfEfiVil i/J]
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(2.2)
(2.3)

= E [uifii] + Vav^iHi] = fa + rtf
C o v [ N I , iVfc] = E [Cov [ NU

NK \ VT, U K ] ]

+ Cov [E [

| UT] , E [ TV*| UK] ]

(2.4)

= E [0] + Cov[f/j, vk\ HiHk = 0

Here, and in what follows, we denote fii = e*? 13 f n \ 0 (s)ds. Additionally, in the case
of panel data we denote /ijj = e x ^ fR X0(s)ds. Derivations identical to (2.2), (2.3)
and (2.4) give the moments of the panel counts as well.

E[jVy] = / X y

2.1.1

(2.5)

Var[iVij] = H i j + T H i j

(2.6)

Cov[iVy,JVfcl] = S i k T H i j f i k i

(2.7)

Factorization of the likelihood functions

Assuming independence of the

M

counting processes

NI(S)

and the

M

frailties i^,

the likelihood function, £, for both event locations and panel data, can be written by
conditioning on the total counts, Ni, as follows
M

C = HcltC2l,

(2.8)

2=1

where Cu is the conditional likelihood of the event locations or panel counts of the
?,-th individual given the total number of events Ari, and C2i is the likelihood of the
total number of events of the i-th individual.
The probability of N can be written also by conditioning, this time on the value
of z/j. We have
1

POO

C2i = P[Ni]=

JO

poo

P[jVi| ut] p{vi)dvi = — /

^ I • JO
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(uifx^e'^'piu^dui.

(2.9)

Under the assumption that

^ ~ r( ^ , r ) , w i t h

p.d.f. (1.4), i t is well k n o w n t h a t t h e

gamma mixture of a Poisson random variable has a negative binomial distribution,
[6], with p.d.f.

p[Ni\ =
L

2.1.2

iJ

(—-—V f—)
Vi + W U + W

Ni\ r ( i )

•

(2.i0)

Conditional likelihood in the event locations case

The conditional distribution of the event locations given
order statistic of

Ni

is the same as that of the

independent and identically distributed random variables with

p.d.f. proportional to the individual intensity function (see [24, section 2.3.3])
A, ( S )

^

K

fQXi(s)ds

i

S

)

X„(S)

fn\0(s)ds

Ao(0)

Here we have used the notation A0 for the cumulative baseline intensity functions,
which we define as
A0 { A ) = [ X 0 ( s ) d s ,

VA C f l .

(2.12)

JA

If we consider a collection,

S\,...,

of

N

unordered and independent random

variables with density (2.11), their joint density would be rij^i f(Sj)- However, any
arbitrary relabelling would produce the same sample of event locations. Therefore,
the joint distribution of the event locations {sy} for process i, conditional on the
total count,

Ni,

is
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2.1.3

Conditional likelihood in the panel data case

In this case, the regional counts, NtJ, conditional on the total count, N l . have a
multinomial distribution with L cells and Nt trials. To find the cell probabilities, we
recognize that they are proportional to the individual cumulative intensity over the
regions. In particular, for the j-th region, we have the cell probability
- h X i ^ d s _ ViexTl3 J r M 8^ 8 _
Pj

fn^i( s )ds

Ao(Rj)

(2.14)

A0(f2)

Vie*iP f Q \ 0 (s)ds

Finally, the conditional likelihood is
NA

A0(RjY

1
Nnl • • • Nitln
j=i

2.1.4

N i

A0(n),

A0 ( R j ) N -

NA
Km

Nt

n
j=i

(2.15)

Nn\

The unconditional likelihood

In the case of event locations, the unconditional likelihood is obtained by inserting
formulas (2.13) and (2.10) into (2.8) and simplifying.
M

£=n

Ni

NA
A 0(Q) N i j=1

^r(i)
- N't - ±-r

M

= n < Nixjf3

i- N i - l
[Tfii]Ni [1 + r/ij]

n o+t(w<

l + rex^Ao(0)

j=I

i=1

(2.16)

Ni

J"J ^ o ( s i j )
U=i

In the panel data case, we insert (2.15) and (2.10) into (2.8) and derive the fol
lowing likelihood.
M

* - n
i=1

m

Ao(Rj)N<>

n1
1

[1 + rm\ N> *

Nij\

M

= f[e N ^0 l + re x ^A0(Q)
i~ 1

-Ni-

(2.17)

-N,

n(i+T<jv.

j= i
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n
j=I

URj)

NtJ\

Ni

Expressions (2.16) and (2.17) differ only in the last product of each. The common
part considered as a function of the sample depends only on the total individual
counts

At the same time, the different parts considered as functions of the

parameters do not depend on r or (3 and so {N t }^ j is sufficient for the parameters
[r,/3,A„(fi)] T

2.2

The penalized maximum likelihood problem

To estimate the model we apply the penalized maximum likelihood method. Here we
formally pose this problem and define the penalty term. We also consider the discrete
formulation using the finite elements.

2.2.1

Continuous formulation

Since the baseline intensity must be positive, we set

A„(«) = e°<*>

(2.18)

and consider the likelihood as a functional of a(s). We formulate the penalized
maximum likelihood estimator as the solution of the following maximization problem.
For a given value of the penalty parameter 6 > 0, we seek a real number t > 0, a
p-dimensional vector (3, and a function ot £ H 2 (Q) at which the functional

(2.19)

attains its maximum.
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2.2.2

The penalty term

To formalize the definition of the penalty term, we denote

the operator of differen

tiation with respect to the z-th component of s. Also, we define d m as the operator
giving the column vector of all partial derivatives of total order m. Furthermore, we
denote ||.|| the Euclidean norm. The cases of interest for us are the following:
• d = 1, m — 2, for all s G Q

||02o;(s)||2 = |a"(s)|2,

• d = 2, m = 2, for all sGfi

||0 2 a(6')|| 2 = |(9 2 a(s')| 2 -I- |di(92a:(.s)|2 + |<92 a ( s )| 2 >

etc -

With this notation, the penalty term is defined as

V(a) = [ \\d2a(s)\\2ds.
Jq

2.2.3

(2.20)

Discrete formulation

Discretization of a
At this point we put to work the Finite Element machinery described in section
1.2. We introduce a finite element mesh with parameter h on the domain f2 and
consider the C1 FE interpolation space X/j, described in subsection 1.2.2. We denote
n = dimXh.

Any a EXh has the representation
n
ais) =

a k<Pk{ s )

= &T(s )a,

k=1
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for all s 6 f2,

(2.21)

where 3>(s) = [ < p i ( s ) , . . . , ( p n ( s ) ] T is the vector function of all FE global basis functions
which span Xh. Hereafter it is important to distinguish the following three versions of
alpha: the plain symbol a denotes the unknown function in X/t; the indexed symbol
a k denotes the A;-th coefficient in the representation of a in the basis <&(s) of Xh; the

boldface a denotes the vector of coefficients [«i,..., an]T-

Discretization of the penalty term
Since the finite element interpolation space we consider is H2 conforming, i.e. X^ C
the penalty term is well defined for all a € X/t. This allows us to apply
formula (2.20) without the need for any further approximation. We have

V V )a) = f D(a) = ($T(s

Jn

(V»aJ

ds = a Pa,

(2.22)

where P is the penalty matrix in X^ with respect to the interpolation basis $(s). The
individual entries of P are

Pzj = fjd2Vi(s)) (d2(pj(s)^ds

for i , j e { l , . . . , n } .
The discrete formulation of the penalized maximum likelihood estimation is the
following. For given S > 0, we seek f > 0, /3 € M p , and a € M n that maximize

J (r, (3, a) = In ^£(r, (3, &{s) 7 ac ^ — 8a. T PhOt.

(2.23)

It is worthwhile here to write explicitly the discrete objective functions for both
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types of data. For event locations data we have

1X) n (l

J=

+ t(N>

+ 7 ) In^l +re x ^y e* T { s ) a ds

~i)) ~

Ni

1

\ ~ S a T P h a . (2.24)

+Nixf(3 +Y ,

i=1
Similarly, for panel counts data we have
M

J =

f

Nl

(

1

+ T(-Wt — jj'J — y N i H—J ln^l + Te **pJe* ^ a dsj

+N l x[(3 + J2N l j \n(j e* T ( s ) a d)j - ^ l n ( ^ ! ) J - 5 a T P h a . (2.25)

2.3
2.3.1

Estimation
First derivatives of the objective function

We denote d T the operator of partial differentiation with respect to r, while the
operators Vp and VQ will denote the column vectors of partial derivatives with respect
to the components of (3 and a respectively. The details of the derivations of the
following formulas are shown in Appendix A.
The derivatives of J with respect to r and (3 are the same in both types of data
and are given by the following expressions.
A/
d rJ

Ni

iNVi i - j/

E

= Yl
i=1
M

-r1
1+
+ TT((Ni
N-- i)
1)

Ni

1i

+ -r

T7-22

,/
,\
In (l
+
T
f
i
i
)
v

Hi

=E
Ta~^ Xi
t-i I + THi

'

1 (1 + T N i ) n i
1
T
T

1+

(2.20)

<2-27)

2=1

Note that under the model E[Arj] = /i;, VarfA^] = ^ + r/i2 and Vp[ii = jiiX-i (see
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( A . l ) ) . Consequently, (2.27) c a n also b e interpreted a s
J\Ni-E\Ni]

The gradient of J with respect to a in the case of event locations is given by
M Ni

M

+ r/ii

- 2SPa,

+ EEh s «>
i=l

j= 1

M

L

(2.28)

Hi

and in the panel data case is given by
M

v«J

Ni

= E ttt7^v«"' + EE

Ny
n

N

A 6 ij

l^i

t=i j=l

VQ/^ - 2SPa

(2.29)

The second term in (2.28) can be interpreted in terms of the random variable,
S

with p.d.f. (2.11). As mentioned in section 2.1.2, the unordered set of event

locations conditional on their total number, Ni, is distributed as Ni independent
random variables with the same distribution as

S.

Using

Va/Xi = VQ(ex<T/3/ e* T { 8 ) a ds) = e x ^ f e * T { s ) a ® ( s ) d s = e x ^/A 0 (s)$(s)ds
V
Ju
J
Jn
Jo.

we have
E[*(Sij)|M] =E[*(S)] =J * ( s ) ^ d s =

V""'

l^i

which allows us to see the second term in (2.28) as
M

Ni

ee[ # m- e [*< s «)I N i
2=1

j— 1

Similarly, we can interpret the second term in (2.29) in terms of the conditional
expectation of Nij given N{. Based on the discussion in section 2.1.3, for given j the
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random variable (iVy| N i ) has binomial distribution with N t trials and probability of
success given in equation (2.14). Thus,

E[iVjj| Ni] = N t

A0{Rj) _ Njfijj

Ao(fi)

which allows the second term in (2.29) to be expressed as
M

L

EE
i=1 1

Ni3-E[Nl3\Ni
Hij

j=

2.3.2

Second derivatives of the objective function

The second derivatives with respect to r and (3, as well as all mixed second derivatives
are the same for the cases of event locations and panel data.
N,

M

V

d2Tj = y,
i=1

(>
N

2

+
M

Hi

V„v/J = Y.
M

drV 0 J

=

i=l
M

drVaJ = Y l
i=1
M

VpVjJ = Y ,
i= 1

T 2 ( l + T [ii)

(l +

r/ii)J

(#i - Mi)
-

2Hi

(Ni-iii)THi

1+r/ij

i= 1

+

T

XtXi

+

(2.30)
rf(l+TNj)

r(l + r//i)2
(2.31)

(2.32)

-

( l + THi)
(Ni - Hi)
( l + TfJli)

2

(2.33)

2 ^3^* l*-i

(2.34)

1 + T Nj
( l +THi)
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The second derivatives with respect to a differ. In the case of event locations we have

r
v~^ I" (l + TNi)r .
.t
w
VaVaT J = V ^
% (v Q ^)(v a ^)
i= 1 L l 1 + T^i)
1 + riV,L
T
-r 1
VaV„Vi — 2^P
1 + THi

(2.35)

and in the case of panel data we have

VaVQrJ = Y, (1 + riV ^(v a ^)(V Q ^) T - ^^V a V a T ^
1 i T ^i
1 1 1 -I- T I U I

2.3.3

(2.36)

Newton-Raphson method

The Newton-Raphson method is an iterative method for finding approximate solutions
of systems of nonlinear simultaneous equations. It is also applied to optimization
problems, by setting the gradient of the objective function equal to zero and solving
this nonlinear system, [15, 16, 17].
We denote G the gradient vector and H the Hessian matrix of J with respect to
the 1 + p + n parameters, 2 = [r, /3T, a r ] T .
Starting with an appropriate initial approximation, 20, the Newton-Raphson meth
od iteratively applies the formula

Zk+ 1

= z k - [H(zfc)]

l

G (z k )

(2.37)

until a stopping criterion is reached. The stopping criterion usually requires either
that two successive approximations, zk and Zfc+i, are sufficiently close (e.g. in the
Euclidean norm), or that the value of G(zk+i) is sufficiently close to the zero vector
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in R1+p+T1, or a combination of the two. In optimization problems, a stopping criterion
may also consider the changes in the successive values of the objective function, J,
and stop the algorithm when these changes become insignificantly small.
The Newton-Raphson is one of the fastest iterative methods for solving nonlin
ear equations, with quadratic rate of convergence, i.e. if 2* is the exact solution,
then \\z* — 2fc+1|| < C\\z* — Zk\f for some constant C. However, the method is not
considered robust, because it often fails to converge or converges at a slower rate, com
parable to simpler methods. If the first derivative (second derivative, if the method is
being used for optimization) does not exist or is discontinuous at the solution point,
then the method usually fails by diverging to infinity. If the derivative is zero at
the solution point (i.e. the root is not simple), then the method usually converges,
but at a slower than quadratic rate. The most common source of problems with the
Newton-Raphson method is the initial guess, z0. In order for the method to converge,
the initial guess must be sufficiently close to the true solution. In a general situation,
this is usually achieved by using a slower, but more robust method for the initial few
iterations and switching to the faster Newton-Raphson when the estimate is close.
In our case, we have a way of computing an adequate starting approximation for the
parameters.

2.3.4

Initial approximations

The initial approximations for r, (3, and a are of great importance for the successful
application of the Newton-Raphson method. This is why it is crucial that we have a
reliable procedure for obtaining initial approximations from the available data.
It is clear that the collection of total individual counts, {iVj}, is a sufficient statis
tic for (3 and r, therefore we are able to solve for these two parameters without
considering the separate event locations {%} or panel counts {}. An initial
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guess for (3 can be derived from a simplified version of the model, the approximation
Ni

Poisson (/Uj).
It should be noted here, that the covariates, Xj, should not contain an intercept

term. This requirement does not restrict the generality of the model, because the
intercept is modelled in A0. In fact if we allowed an intercept term in both, the
covariates and the baseline intensity, we would loose uniqueness of the solution, i.e.
the model would be unidentifiable.
Clearly, the /j , ' s depend on both a and /3, while here we are only solving for initial
/3. However, the dependence of ft, on a can be interpreted as an intercept term.

^ = ex*T 13 [ e* T { s ) a ds = e x ^A0(fi) = e bo+x ^
Jn

(2.38)

The intercept term is b0 = In (A0(fi)). After solving a standard Poisson regression for
Ni

Poisson

. we discard /30 and keep the vector (3 as our initial estimate,

A.
Once we obtain the initial /3, we compute initial guess for

t

by matching the

sample moments of |e_x^7Vj| to the model based moments from (2.2) and (2.3). If
we denote
M
m = — Y e~**PNi

M

and

s2

=—

M ^

i=l]

M -1^
i=l

2

(e^^Nt — rri)

V

/

we solve the approximation s 2 = m + rm2 for the initial r:
s2 — m

This initial guess works well with simulated data, however it is not as reliable when
fitting real world data. We discuss an alternative approach later in this work.
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We produce an initial approximation for X0 (s) using the initial values of (30 by
projecting the empirical baseline intensity onto the finite element interpolation space.
In the case of event locations, the empirical baseline intensity is

(2.39)

where <5(s) is the Dirac delta distribution. Similarly, in the case of panel counts, we
have the empirical baseline intensity

(2.40)

where 1,4(5) denotes the indicator function of set A C fi.
The standard finite element projection is with respect to the inner product in
L2(0), i.e. (u,v) = Jnu(s)v(s)ds. However, if we proceed this way, there is no
guarantee that the resulting \ 0 (s) will be positive everywhere in 0. To avoid this
problem, we may solve the following projection problem: find a £ X/, such that for
all v £ X/,

(2.41)
This is a nonlinear problem, and the effort required for solving it is not justified to
produce an initial guess. In practise, we solve the following similar problem that is
linear in a: find a £ Xj,, such that for all v £

(2.42)
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In the case of panel data, we have
L

/

M

In (p(s)) = £ln I ——
j=l

\

v

J

\

Y,e~*l0N*i
i=1

L

Ws)

)

= 5Zln(^)1«J(-s>)

/

v

j=1

'

denote pj

Upon substituting the basis expansion (2.21), the above expression for ln(p(ts)) and
each basis function for v(s) into (2.42) we obtain the n x n linear system

Ma = Y^ln(pj) f <&(s)ds,
Jr>

j=i

where the matrix M is called the mass matrix

M= /

(s)ds,

with entries

Jn

My = I (pi(s)ipj(s)ds.

(2.43)

Jn

In the case of event locations, the empirical intensity functions is a linear combi
nation of Dirac delta functions, and taking the logarithm is not well defined. In this
case, we first solve for A0(s) £ X/,, A0(,sj = 3>r(s)A, from the linear system
M

Ni

_ X T0

t=l i=1

and then compute the coefficients of the initial a using the relations a(.s) = ln(A(s))
for the coefficients corresponding to function values and da(s) = d\(s)/X(s) for
coefficients corresponding to values of derivatives. Any coefficients in the initial A
that correspond to function values that are not positive, we truncate to an arbitrary
small positive number. In the solutions presented herein we have used 10-6.
Our numerical experience shows that the approximations of (2.41) that we just
described provide adequate initial guess for the baseline intensity. This fact, together
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with its linearity, make it our method of choice.

2.3.5

Solution algorithm

Here we discuss the solution algorithm for r, (3, and a when the penalty parameter
S is given.
We have already said that our method of choice for minimizing J is NewtonRaphson and that a good initial guess is crucial for the success of this method.
As it turns out in our numerical solutions, the initial approximations for (3 and a
computed as in section 2.3.4 above are good, but the initial r is not. In addition, it
is not enough to guarantee that the final solution for r is positive (this is required
because only positive values of r make sense in our setting), but it must be kept
positive at every step of the iterative solution, because the expressions for J and dTJ
would be undefined. So, instead of solving a constrained optimization problem for
T >

0, we use the substitution
T = ex

(2.44)

in J and solve an unconstrained optimization problem for x£ R . U n d e r t h i s s u b s t i 
tution the derivatives of an arbitrary function f(r) with respect to the new parameter
are

dxf = drfdxT = e*dTf
d l f = < % f ( d x r )2 + d r f c %T = e 2 x d l f + e x d T f .

The first formula is used with for J , V p J and VQJ to compute the derivatives d H J ,
i and dxVa.J: the second formula is used to compute d \J .
Solving the full system for >e, (3, and a simultaneously is not numerically robust
and often leads to divergence of the x parameter. This is not surprising, because r
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is a variance parameter and the likelihood is more sensitive to its changes than to
the parameters controlling the mean of the distribution. After obtaining the initial
guesses for (3 and a, we solve for initial x using a simple one dimensional grid search
algorithm. At each step of this grid search, we maximize J with respect to (3 and ct
holding x fixed. We choose as initial x the point in the grid which gave the greatest
value of J. We may also use the (3 and a computed at that point as initial guesses
as well. Note also that the N,'s are sufficient statistics for r and (3. Therefore, here
we may also hold the a parameter fixed at its given initial value and maximize only
with respect to (3 at each value of x in the grid.
After the grid search, we run the Newton-Raphson algorithm on the full system,
maximizing J with respect to x, (3, and a. If it does not converge, the grid search is
repeated on a finer grid zooming in around the best x found so far and this process
is repeated until convergence is obtained.

2.4

Selecting the best penalty parameter

So far we have assumed that the penalty parameter S is given. Now we address the
question of selecting the best value of 8. To simplify our exposition in this section,
we will assume that the optimal values of r and {3 are known and consider the case
where the baseline intensity is the only unknown.
The penalty parameter is a model selection parameter and controls the trade-off
between minimizing the bias versus minimizing the variance. As £ —> oo, it gives more
weight to the penalty term in J, shrinking the amount by which the solution may
deviate from the null space of the penalty operator. This leads to a model selected
from a narrower class, resulting in smaller variance at the expense of increased bias.
Things are reversed as 5 —• 0+, in which case the importance of the penalty term
diminishes allowing the model to effectively "interpolate the data" (in some sense)
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giving smaller bias at the cost of larger variance. The goal of selecting the best
penalty parameter is to find a spot in the middle of these two extremes that is best
in some appropriate sense. There are two popular methods of searching for 6, namely
the generalized cross validation, or GCV, and the restricted maximum likelihood, or
REML, [13].

2.4.1

Generalized cross validation

The general idea of cross validation is to find the value of 8 that minimizes the mean
squared error, or MSE, of the model. Suppose that Ac(s) is the true baseline intensity

and that A0(s;^) is the estimator of A0 for given 5. Then, the MSE of the model is
defined as
MSE(A0M)) = E ( X

O(S

)-X

O(S

(2.45)

;S))

The MSE defined this way is pointwise, i.e. it is a function of s. The integrated MSE
is
IMSE(A„(<5)) = [ MSE(A0 (s-,6))ds.
Ju

It is well known that the MSE can be decomposed as follows.

MSE(A0(s;6)) = Var X a { s ; S ) + bias A„(s; S )

(2.46)

to get

IMSE(A0(<5)) = I Var A0(s;5) ds + f bias A0(s;<5)
Ju

'•

J

Ju

L

ds

(2.47)

The value of MSE in practise is not known, because it involves the true A0. Since
MSE is unknown, an estimator is used instead. One such method is cross-validation,
[26]. To formulate this estimator, suppose that we have a collection of K random
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variables {Y k }f = k , whose expectations are some prescribed functionals of A0. We adopt
the following notation

E[yfc] = mfc[A0],
where rn k is some known functional, e.g. in the case of panel data we may have
Yk = Nij with m,k[X0] =

fR X0(s)ds. Note that this is well defined, since here

we assume that the exact (3 is known. Now denote X~k the estimate of A0 from the
sample {Vfc}fc=i

the k-th observation removed. Then

cv < ,5 )

= ^E( y '- m *[ A »''(''' 5 i0 2
fc=i

is a consistent estimator of IMSE [27].
Computing this expression directly is computationally very expensive, because it
involves K solutions of the estimation problem. Instead, the so called generalized
cross-validation, or GCV, provides an approximation of CV(5)

GCV(,5)

=

K

ac ,^

(K-edi(8))

" "»t[A0(.;«)])2.

T.
k=l

v

(2.48)

'

Here we have denoted edf(d) the effective degrees of freedom. One widely accepted
definition of edf(<5) is the following. Let Y be the column vector of Yk s and let m[A0]
be the column vector of mfe[A0]'s. Then, for each S we define the estimation operator
S(6) : RK —>

such that 5(5)[Y] = m[A0(-;5)]. In the case of a linear model, the

operator S(8) is linear and therefore is represented by a K x K matrix. The effective
degrees of freedom in this case is defined as the trace of this matrix, i.e.

edf(<5) = tr[5(<5)].

When the model is not linear, which is our case, an appropriate linearization of
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S(S)

about the solution point can be used instead.
The application of these ideas to the cases of event locations and panel counts
differ significantly in the details and will be discussed in later sections.

Numerical method
Once we have a way of computing the GCV as a function of 5 we need a robust
method of finding the S that minimizes it. Here we describe a robust algorithm,
which we prefer over Newton-Raphson, because we don't have a way of getting a
good initial guess. Instead, the following algorithm is capable of finding the nearest
local minimum starting from any initial point. Restarting the algorithm with different
initial points, at least in principle, should give us all local minima and therefore the
global one.
We note here that the minimization algorithm uses information about the deriva
tive of GCV, which is not available to us in closed form. For this reason we use
numerical differentiation by the formula

d c r v ( , , G C V ( S+ h)-GCV(S)

where h is a small number. The choice of h depends on the machine accuracy and
the magnitude of GCV(£). We have found that values of h which are about six orders
of magnitude smaller than GCV(S), but not smaller than 10~6, give approximations
of the derivative that are sufficiently accurate for our purposes when we use double
precision floating point arithmetic. An analysis of the best choice of h can be found
in standard textbooks on numerical methods and falls beyond the scope of this work.
In the minimization of GCV we use a combination of two algorithms. In the first
algorithm, we maintain two approximations of the minimizer. At each iteration, we
compute the cubic Herinitian interpolating polynomial that matches the values and
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the derivatives of the objective function at these two points. Every cubic polynomial
has either no local extrema, or exactly two of them - one local minimum and one local
maximum. In the latter case, the point where the local minimum occurs replaces one
of the two original points and the algorithm proceeds with the next iteration. In the
former case, the algorithm fails to produce a new approximation and we resort to our
second algorithm.
The second algorithm is the so called backtracking. In addition to completing a
failed iteration of the first algorithm, we use backtracking in the very first iteration,
when we have only one initial point and we need a second point in order start the
cubic polynomial minimization. The basic idea of backtracking is to search for the
next point by making a step from the current point in the direction in which the
function decreases, starting with the largest stepsize that we want to try and then
trying smaller and smaller stepsizes until a better approximation is found.
The first algorithm converges very fast once we have two points with the derivative
at the left point being negative and the derivative at the right point being positive.
However, it is unreliable until this condition is satisfied. The backtracking method
on the other hand is slower, but guaranteed to succeed provided that the objective
function is locally convex, which should be the case in the vicinity of a local minimum.
The computational details of these methods are given in Appendix B.

2.4.2

Restricted maximum likelihood

The idea of the REML estimate for the penalty parameter is to reparametrize a and
to partition the representation into a part that belongs to the null space of the penalty
operator and another part that doesn't, i.e.

a(s) = VZ{s)a0 + tfp (s)ap,
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where [^l(s), 9%(s)]T is a basis of X/, with the penalty operator giving zero for
each function in \P0 and nonzero for each function in \&p. The REML criterion then
considers the coefficients otp as random effects. The marginal distribution of the iV^'s
depends on the penalty parameter 5 and on the fixed effects a 0 . The optimal value
of S is the maximum likelihood estimator of this mixed model.
It can be shown that the optimal S can be approximated by the solution of the
equation
5

~

'

edf^

V(c) •

This equation can be solved by a number of numerical methods for nonlinear equa
tions. We have found in practice that the simple fixed point iteration
cm+l

edf(<5m)
V{am)

works well.

3

Numerical Illustrations

3.1

Introduction

In this section we present the results from numerical computations that we performed
in order to investigate the properties of the methodology developed herein.
We apply our methodology on simulated random samples and compare the esti
mated values of the parameters and the estimated baseline intensity to the ones that
were used to simulate the random data.
The main goal here is to investigate the quality of the Finite Element approxima
tion of the baseline intensity and its performance as an estimator of the true baseline
intensity. It is also important for us to demonstrate the advantages and usefulness of
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FEM in the solutions of 2-dimensional problems.
In our simulation studies we did not include any covariates since the main contri
bution of this work is in the estimation of the baseline intensity.

3.2

Simulations in the case of panel data

Here we discuss the details of the computation of the GCV score in the case of panel
data in the most general setting. Following this, we present the results of numerical
simulations in four test cases, namely without and with frailties for 1-d and 2-d
models.

3.2.1

Computation of GCV

Since we are considering the case of panel data, in this section J is given in (2.25).
We will rewrite the index-based expressions of the gradient and Hessian of J using
vector and matrix notation. For this we use the following notation: 1 will denote
the Lx 1 column vector with all entries equal to one, Nj = [Na,..., Na,]T, and
Mi = [fin,... ,HiL\T- It is important to distinguish the boldface N* and /x,, denoting
Lx 1 vectors from the regular iV; and //,,, which are the sums of the entries of these
vectors, i.e.
L

L

We will also denote D#

= /ijxf the L x p matrix whose

entry is the partial derivative of ^ with respect to
matrix DQi =
The gradient of J can be written as follows
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. Similarly, we denote the L x n

M

(3.1)
1=1

VaUij

11T

~ 28Pat

(Nj -

- 2SPcx

M

(3.2)

= ^Dl,V-'(Ni-^)-2iPa,

where V* denotes the covariance matrix of Nj, which is

Vi = diag (&) + r /ii/iiT,
and the validity of (3.2) can be justified by direct verification of the following identity

The last step in the derivation of (3.1) holds, due to

Var [Ni]

Vi +

Hi

1

+ TVi

It is a standard practise in the numerical solutions of maximum likelihood esti
mation problems to use the expectation of the Hessian of the log-likelihood function
instead of the exact Hessian. The advantage is that taking the expectation usually
results in a simpler formula and often provides greater numerical stability. The above
expression for the gradient of J makes it easy to perform this computation. We denote
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H as the negative expectation of the Hessian matrix of J, which is given by
M

M

H

t=l

1=1

M

(3.3)

M

J]DQiTV~1D/3l ^D Qi T V- 1 D m + 25P
_i=l

i=l

The A;-th step of the Fisher's scoring iteration is then
M

i

r

p
?s-

+

f3 k+l

f3 k

2=1

+ H-1

ak

(3.4)

M
YpafVT'iUi-H) ~2SPak
. i=1

which after some rearrangement can be written as follows
M

H

^D« r Vr'N?

/3fe-f-i

i-1
M

a k+ 1

N;

Vi)„ v
_ z=l

with N* = Nj — /Xj + Dfnf3k + DaiCtk. Note that ( ( 3 k + l , a k + l ) is the solution of the
wighted penalized least squares problem
M
minimize

£

Vp N k - D 0 i (3 - D m a

+ 26Pct

(3.5)

i~ 1

and the effective degrees of freedom for this linear problem is then
M

^D w
edf(<5) = tr

H1

M
T V-'D

fli

J]D^ T Vr'D c

i=l

i=l

M

M

^D ai T Vr x D^ J]D m T V- 1 D c
i=1

Li=l
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(3-6)

We use formula (3.6) evaluated at the solution of the Fisher's scoring algorithm as
an approximation of the effective degrees of freedom of the fit.
Furthermore, we use the same approximation for GCV. The formula that gives
the GCV score for the linear problem (3.5) is
M

gcv (5) = —

L—j
-

y

1
V, 5INf-Dw/3t+1-Da,al+1

(3.7)

( M L - edf(#))2 tT

When we evaluate this formula at the last iteration of the Fisher's scoring method,
the differences between the last and the second last approximations of /3 and a are
negligible, so the formula simplifies to

GCV{S) =

MT

M

-M,)TVr'(N, -M,).

(3.8)

(ML-edi(S)) t ?

3.2.2

Independent Poisson Model

As our first numerical example, we consider M independent and identical Poisson
processes. The simplicity of this case facilitated the initial development and testing
of the estimation code. It also aims to demonstrate the applicability of the FEM to
the approximation of the baseline intensity in a simple and clear setting.
Since the processes are assumed identical, there are no covariates, and the expected
means Hij are equal for all? = 1,..., M, we will omit the index i to emphasize this
fact. In this case the statistic YlfLi

is sufficient for a. We denote fij = ^ =

fR e*7 (s)a ds , V = Vj = diag(/z) and D = DQj = (VafxT)T for all i = 1, ..., M. The

gradient and the negative expected Hessian simplify to

VQ J = MDtV_1 (
V Ni - n \ - 26Pa
\ M tt
J
H = MDtV_1D + 2<5P.
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(3.9)

The one dimensional case
The domain we use for all one dimensional simulation tests is Q = [0, 5]. For sim
plicity, when dividing the domain into regions, we use intervals of equal length, i.e.
for L regions, we have Rj — [ r , _ i , , where rj =

j = 0,..., L.

We choose a function A„(s) and generate a random sample as per the model we
are considering. We first compute the expected regional counts, /ij, by numerical
integration of A0 over the regions and then we draw L independent random variables
from Poisson(/Xj), j = 1, ..., L distributions. We repeat this M times to obtain an
M x L table Nt].

Consider a piecewise polynomial q ( x ) defined on the interval x G [0,1] with three
pieces separated by two knots, 0 < x\ < x2 < 1. The first piece is an increasing cubic
with q'(0) = 0, i.e. it has the form a0 + aix3. The last piece by symmetry has the
form Co + ci(l — x)3. The middle piece is required to connect with C2 smoothness
at the knots and to have a maximum greater than max{g((£i),q(x2)} at a point
somewhere in (x], :r2). It is easy to see that the lowest degree polynomial that allows
these conditions to be satisfied is 4. The function q(x) constructed this way belongs
to a seven dimensional space of spline functions, since the three polynomial pieces
have 4 + 5 + 4 = 13 degrees of freedom and six of them are used to satisfy the
smoothness conditions at x\ and x 2 . Our choice of X\ = 0.4, ,x 2 = 0.7, a 0 = c 0 =
0, max0<I<i q(x) = ln(4) gives the following

12.30595x3
q(x) = < qi(x)

x G [0, 0.4]
x G [0.4,0.7]

23.39650(1 - x ) 3
where
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x £ [0.7,1]

(3-10)

q x ( x ) = 27.34656(x - 0.7)4 + 38.99417(2: - 0.4)4+

4308.603(a: - 0.7)3

- 0.7) - ± ( x - 0.4)^) + 8.860286(x - 0.4) + 0.5660738

The exact baseline intensity is chosen to
be A0(s) =

e

4+a2<? ( S//5)

for s £ 11 We have

O

54.49815 < A0(s) < 72.04269 and the ex
to

pected total count is A0(f2) « 301.0394.
Note that 4 + 0.2g(.s/5) is not a member
of the FE interpolation space X/t, since the

CO

o

CO

If)
lO

middle piece of q ( s ) is a quartic polyno• 1T
j i. v • i.
uFigure 14: A„ used in 1-d tests with
rnial.
In order to eliminate any bias result°
simulated data
ing from the Finite Element approximation,
in our simulation tests we use the projection of 4 + 0 . 2 q ( s / 5 ) onto X h as the ex
act a(s) = aT$(s) € X^, and respectively the exact baseline intensity becomes
A0(,s) = QaT*(s\ The graph of this function is shown in figure 14.
The first numerical test demonstrates the convergence of the solution of the es
timation problem, when refining the finite element grid. We generated a single ran
dom sample with M = 100, L = 50 and estimated A0 on a series of grids with
1,3,7,15,31,63 and 127 finite elements, respectively giving n = 4,8,16,32,64,128
and 256 degrees of freedom in the finite element interpolation space. For each grid
we ran the estimation twice, once selecting the optimal 6 using GCV and again using
REML. The results are presented in table 1 and figure 15.
The norm used to measure the differences between functions is the standard ^(fi)
norm, i.e. ||/|| 2 = Juf(s)2ds. We see from the table that the solutions become prac
tically indistinguishable for larger n. The conclusion is that using a very fine grid is
not justified, as long as the interpolation space has dimension that is sufficiently large
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to provide ample flexibility. Through our many numerical simulations we have seen
that for this A0 GCV gives on average edf of about 8 and REML always gives lower
edf on the same sample.
In the last test we present in this section, we solved three cases with (M, L) =
(25,20), (50,50), and (100,150) on a grid with 31 finite elements giving n = 64 degrees
of freedom in the interpolation basis. In each case, we simulated B = 1000 samples
and estimated a(s) using GCV and REML. The plots in figure 16 show the averages
over 1000 simulations of the estimated coefficients of a(s), the bias and standard
errors. If we denote at, the coefficients estimated from the 6-th sample, then we have

and

bias = a — a

(3.11)

6=1

We compute two kinds of standard errors, a simulated and a model-based one. The
former is simply the sample standard error

simulated s.e

For the latter, we compute the model-based variance for each estimate, V(o:j,), by
inverting the Fisher information matrix and taking the diagonal elements. What we
are calling the model-based standard error is as follows

model-based s.e.

We see from the plots in figure 16 that on average we get a better estimator of a as the
sample size increases, in the sense that both the bias and the standard error decrease.
We also compare the performance of REML and GCV. The plots for the case of
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GCV

REML
k

n

1
4
8
2
3 16
4 32
5 64
6 128
7 256

||Afc

A0||

7.11216
2.47490
2.37947
2.37513
2.37529
2.37541
2.37542

edf

| Afc — Afc_i ||

3.7
5.6
6.0
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2

0.00000
4.91814
0.37694
0.05864
0.00556
0.00039
0.00003

11 Afc A01
7.11176
1.99479
1.91718
2.28789
2.34408
2.34608
2.34581

edf

|A k — Afc-i ||

3.7
6.1
6.7
15.0
15.7
15.7
15.7

0.00000
5.45768
0.46070
2.27895
0.16180
0.01827
0.00124

Table 1: See caption in figure 15 for details.

Figure 15: Convergence of the estimation of the same sample on different FE grids.
n = 2(1 + #nodes) is the dimension of the FE interpolation space. Sample contains
M = 100 individuals, domain Q = [0, 5] is divided into L — 50 regions. The step func

tion shown is the empirical baseline intensity. Optimal penalty parameter obtained
by REML (left) and by GCV (right).
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Figure 16: Simulation results for Id independent Poisson model for different sample
sizes. Finite element interpolation has n = 64 degrees of freedom. Each test case was
estimated over B = 1000 random samples.
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Figure 17: Biases and standard errors in the test case of M = 100, L = 150 for
independent Poisson model. The coefficients corresponding to values of «(s) are
shown on the left, the coefficients corresponding to values of Q-'(s) are on the right.
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Figure 18: Histograms and boxplots of the distributions of edf for GCV and REML
in the test case of M — 100, L = 150 for 1-d independent Poisson model.
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M = 100, L = 150 are shown in figure 17. The estimates produced by GCV give on

average slightly smaller bias and slightly larger standard errors when compared to
those produced using REML. The average edf given by REML is 6.6 while GCV gives
on average 7.6, however, as seen from the histograms and box plots in figure 18, the
distribution of edf when GCV is used is skewed to the right. Figure 18 also shows
box plots of the integrated mean squared error, which we compute by the formula

IMSE6 = f ( $ T ( s ) a b - * T ( s ) a ) 2 d s = ( a b - a)TM(a6 - a),
Jo.

where M is the mass matrix defined in (2.43).

The two dimensional case
For the two dimensional simulation tests
we use the domain s = (x, y) G

=

[0, 5]2 with the exact (\(s) being the pro
jection of 3 + ().2q(x/5)q(y/5) onto Xh,
where q is defined in (3.10).

.

.

Figure 19: a used in 2d simulations.

For this

choice of a ( s ) we have 20.08554 < A0(s) < 29.49918 and the expected total count
is A0(f2) « 526.0851. Since this two dimensional a is constructed as the Cartesian
product of a curve with seven degees of freedom with itself, we conclude that it has
49 degrees of freedom. The graph of <*(s) is illustrated in figure 19.
In two dimensions we require that edges between finite elements be aligned with
the borders between the regions. Under this restriction, every finite element belongs
to exactly one region and each region contains only whole finite elements. This makes
integration over individual regions straight-forward and computationally efficient in
the standard Finite Element implementation. This requirement may be relaxed at
the expense of increased programming complexity.
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For simplicity, we partition the domain into a regular grid of rectangular regions
and we split each region into two triangular finite elements by drawing one of the two
diagonals. Sample grids are shown in figure 20.
We solve two test cases with M = 100 on an L = 8 x 8 grid and with M — 300
on an L = 15 x 15 grid. The coarser grid gives a total of n — 451 degrees of freedom,
while the finer grid has 1473 degrees of freedom. Figure 21 gives a comparison of the
performance of the estimation in the two cases using GCV and REML. The graphs
present a slice of the surfaces, which is perpendicular to the

:ry

-plane and going along

the line y = x, which covers all the features of the baseline intensity. The biases
plot contains the bias curves as given by the interpolation, with the actual nodal
values marked by symbols on each curve. In the standard error plots, the symbols
represent the standard errors of the coefficients corresponding to function values.
The horizontal axis in all plots in figure 21 is the distance from the origin along the
y = x line. We see from these plots that, similar to the 1-d case, the estimate has

smaller bias and smaller variance on finer partitioning of Q. In addition, REML gives
estimates with a larger bias and lower variance than GCV. This is also confirmed by
the histograms in figure 22.
Figure 23 presents perspective and contour plots of the REML-estimated a:(.r, y)
and d x a ( x , y ) surfaces for the case with M — 300 and L — 15x15, as well as perspective

Figure 20: 8x8 and 15x 15 finite element grids used in 2-d simulations.
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Figure 21: Comparison of the biases and standard errors along the line y — x in the
two dimensional independent Poisson model. Each test case simulation was replicated
B = 500 times.
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Figure 22: Histograms and boxplots of the distributions of edf for GCV and REML
in the test case of M = 300, L = 15x15 for 2-d independent Poisson model.
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Figure 23: Surfaces and contour plots for the 2d independent Poisson model estimated
using REML for M = 300, L = 15 x 15.
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plots of the simulated and model-based standard errors of the nodal values of a ( x , y ) .
It is interesting to notice in the second row of plots in figure 23 and in the topright plot in figure 21 the discontinuity of the second derivatives of a. It is clearly
demonstrated by sharp corners in the first partial x derivatives of a .

3.2.3

Negative binomial model

In this model we add individual-specific frailties, still without covariates. The equa
tions in (3.9) apply with V = Vj = diag(/x) + r/x/xT.
To generate a random sample from this model, we follow these two steps. First we
generate a random sample {vi}fh of M independent random variables from a F(~,r)
distribution. Next, for each z(E{l,...,M}we draw L independent random variables
from Poisson(^j/ij), j = 1,..., L distributions.

The one dimensional case
Here we repeated the same simulations as we did in the independent Poisson case
with two different values of the exact r. The results for r = 0.2 are given in figure 24
and figure 25. The results in the case of r = 0.01 are nearly identical to those in
the independent Poisson model. With the larger r = 0.2, we see that the bias and
variances increase, however the performance remains adequate.
We observed numerically that the estimated values of r with REML and GCV
were identical in every simulation. This is not surprising, since the optimal value of
r is not influenced by the choice of the penalty parameter. The histograms of the
estimated values of r in the case with (M, L) = (100,150) for both values of the exact
T

are shown in figure 26.

The two dimensional case
We ran simulations with the exact same setting as the simulations we presented in
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Figure 24: Comparison of bias and standard error for Id negative binomial model
with exact r = 0.2. Finite element interpolation has n = 64 degrees of freedom in
each case. Each test case was replicated B = 1000 times.
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Figure 25: Histograms and boxplots of the distributions of edf for GCV and REML
in the test case of M = 100, L = 150 for 1-d negative binomial model with exact
T = 0 .2.
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Figure 26: Histograms of estimated r in 1-d case with exact r = 0.01 (left) and exact
r = 0.2 (right)
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Figure 27: Histogram of r for 2d mixed Poisson model for panel counts data. Exact
r = 0.1
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the 2-d independent Poisson case with the exact value of r set to 0.1. The results for
a are nearly identical to the independent Poisson model case. The histogram of r is
shown in figure 27.

3.3

Simulations in the case of event locations

In this section we discuss the computation of GCV in the event locations case, after
which we present the results from our numerical tests with simulated data.

3.3.1

Computation of GCV

Here we work with expression (2.24) for J. Our goal is to rewrite the gradient of .7
in a form similar to (3.1) and (3.2), from which the rest of the derivation of GCV
should follow the same way as in the panel data case. We start with the following
expression for the gradient of J with respect to ot
M
NL
2SPa. + V a J = Y , ^ ^ ^
i=l j= 1

T

ij)

i

(3.12)

(-^Yi
T^i

Denote o the nxl vector of coefficients in our finite element interpolation of the
function constant 1, i.e.

&T(s)

o = 1, for all

s E Q.

Such vector o exists, since the

function 1 belongs to X/,. In fact, o is computed by solving the following linear system

Mo

: Jfn*{s)ds.

(3.13)

The matrix M is the finite element mass matrix, which we introduced in equation
(2.43). We also denote L, the weighted mass matrix with weighting function A((.s)
given by

Li =

\i(s)*(s)*T(s
Jn

)ds

with entries

(L{ ) k l = / \ i ( s ) i p
Jn
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k(s)(pi(s)ds.

(3.14)

Notice that L* is nonsingular, provided that the weighting function does not vanish
on any subset of f I with a nonempty interior. In addition, since in our case Aj(.s) > 0
for all s (z fi, the matrix Lj is positive definite. We can express fa and \7afa in terms
of the quantities we just defined as follows

V a /ij = / Aj(s)$(s)rfs = LjO
Jn

Xi{s)ds = 0TLi0

IM =
Jn

and also
NT
Ni = J 2
j =1

NT
1

= £°T4Ks«)'
j =1

Upon substituting these in (3.12), we derive the following
M
2SPa + VaJ = Y^
i=l

Nr

N,
- LjO - —

J- ~r Tfli \ vj.=.l

Lj=i

1 " : nM^T Li °° T )

i=l

M
= £ Li

i=l

M

I

L, ~'

( e* (s « ) " li °
1
AT,

" TTT^°oT j ( E *(Sy) ~ L'O,

The expectation of (3.15) is equal to the zero vector since
NT

/

iV,

M

=E

~ °TLi°

Ni

= E E e*(<%) AT,
E* m
i=1
L j= l

= E[iVjE[$(Sil)|^]]

= E iV,: / Vis Ai(s) ote = / Aj (s)$(s)ds = LjO.
Jn

Ai(fi)
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Jn

(3.15)

The covariance of

and

is zero for different i and k , since individuals/replicates

are assumed independent. Within individual covariance can be computed also by
conditioning on Nj so that,
Ni

NT

Cov
l

£: fc=l
Ni

AT,

j=l

fc=l

= E Cov

Ni
.

N,;

+ Cov E

,E

£*(»•*)

Ni

fc=i

-i=i
=E

Cov N, [ ^Ms)ds, N, [

J n A i («)

JnAi(n)

=

f

Jn

+ Var[iVj] -1 [ \ i ( s ) ® ( s ) d s [ X i ( s ) ^ T ( s ) d s
Vi in
in

f
f
^ / A2(s)#(s)ds f

X i ( s ) d s ——

Jn

Xi(s)$(s)ds

Mi in

Xl(s)^T(s)ds

in

1

Xi(s)$7 (s)ds

in

Hi + THi

— Lj

/Ai(5)#(s)ds f XiW&Wds

1
A ? ( f l )in
,n

1
s)<I>(s)<f>T{s)ds
/
M
A t WJ J
n n"""™' v"'~

=E N

#(s)ds

in

THI T (T
\T
x rLjOO
T
TTLj.
Ljo(Ljo)T + H I + 2—LjO(LiO)
= TLj +

Hi

In this derivation, we used the fact that the event locations given Ni are independent
and that Lj is a symmetric matrix. By direct verification, we have

1 + THi

oo

[Lj + rLjOOTLj] = I.

(3.16)

Last but not least, we point out that the Jacobian matrix of LjO with respect to a
is exactly Lj. With this, we have shown that (3.15) can be interpreted in the same
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way as (3.2).
The gradient of J with respect to (3 can be written in a similar way. We have
V/3fa = Xifii = XjOTLjO, which allows us to rewrite equation (2.27) as follows
M

M

V=E
i~!ft

+ rut

M

r

=E

N> - fi)
(
(ii + wj

=E
jr;

x-o'L.o

oT ( £*(%)v j= l

--

i=l
M

L,o

Ni

r

-1

y XjOrLj
;=1

/ Ni

-I

1

1 + Tfi

-oo

^

L i°

vj=l

The last line in the above derivation is justified by

o LjO

" 1" OT =
f^i

'

Hi

If we denote the random variables C u

1"
—

-

oT = o r L i L i l .

Hi
= Y l j ' i i < P i ( s i j ) an( l

r

Q = [C^,..., C,in I i

then we have E[Cj] = LjO, V, = Var[Cj] = L + rL;00TL;. We also denote D ai = Lj
the n x n Jacobian matrix of E[C,] with respect to a and D^j = L,oxf the n x p
Jacobian matrix of E[Cj] with respect to f3. Then, the gradient of J is (compare to
(3.1) and (3.2))

M
%J = ED«.V."'(Ci - L.O)

(3.17)

i=1
M

V„J

= EDIV. (C, - Lio) - 2<SPa

(3.18)

i=1

With this, the derivation of the GCV score follows the same steps as in the panel data
case, which we discussed in section 3.2.1. The edf is then computed in an analogous
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manner as in (3.6). The formula for GCV is

GCV(<5)

Mn

M

/ Ni

-M.) vr:' I£ *(*«> - * • <319>

£ £

( M n - edf(i))2 i = l \ i = l

/

\i=l

We can show that the random vector Q is in some sense analogous to the vector
of random panel counts Nj. Let XL denote the space of all functions that are constant
over each region, i.e. X/, = [v : v\R = const}. This is an L-dimensional subspace of
L2(fl) with basis (l/^s),..., lflt(s)}. It is also a reproducing kernel Hilbert space

with respect to the standard inner product in L2 with the reproducing kernel being

If we denote 1r(s) = [l/jj ( s ) , . . . , lflL(s)]T the vector of basis functions of X i , we can
write the random vector Nj as

Nj — ^ ^ lFt(Sij)'

Similarly, in the case of event locations we have the finite element interpolation space
Xh, which is also finite dimensional subspace of L2(f2), its basis is {<£>i(.s)» • • • > V?n(,s')}i

and has the reproducing kernel

Kh(s,t) =

So the random vector in (3.15), Cj = X/^i ^(sij)i i-s analogous to Nj. Furthermore,
both random vectors are partitionings of Ni in the sense that

N t = lrNj = Y , lXlR.KO

and
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N t = o7 Q = £ o T < f > ( s t J )

3.3.2

Independent Poisson Model

Here we have the same domain and exact baseline intensity as in the case of panel
data presented above, except that this time the domain is not partitioned into regions,
rather the exact event times are known. The random sample is generated in two
steps. We draw M independent random variables, {Nt},, from the Poisson(A0(Q))
distribution. Then we draw a total of

M independent random variables from

a distribution with p.d.f. A0(s)/A0(fi) by the acceptance-rejection method. These
random variables are assigned in turn as event times to the M individuals - the first
N\ of them to individual i— 1, the following N2 to individual i — 2, etc.

The one dimensional case
We performed simulations of three cases with M = 25, 50, and 100. Each case was
replicated B — 1000 times and the averages of the estimates of a were computed
and analyzed the same way as we did before in the panel data case. The bias and
standard errors are presented in figure 28 and the histograms are given in figure 29.
Not surprisingly, the results are similar but slightly better than the panel data case
as would be expected.

The two dimensional case
The simulations in the 2-d event locations case were performed on a grid constructed
the same way as in the case of panel data, however this time the regions have no
meaning in the model, but are only constructed as part of the grid generation. The
grids we used here are 10 x 10 giving a total of n = 683 degrees of freedom in the
interpolation basis. We solved for M — 100 and M = 300. Each simulation was
replicated B — 500 times. The comparison between the two sample sizes is shown
in figure 30 and as expected the larger sample produces more accurate estimates.
Figures 32 and 31 show the usual comparison between REML and GCV in the case
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Figure 28: Comparison of bias and standard error for Id event times model without
frailty. Finite element interpolation has n — 64 degrees of freedom in each ease. Each
test case was replicated B = 1000 times.
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Figure 29: Histograms and boxplots of the distributions of edf for GCV and REML
in the test case of M = 100 for 1-d event times Poisson model.
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two dimensional event locations independent Poisson model. Each test case simula
tion was replicated B = 500 times.
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with M = 300. The results are good and comparable to the panel data case.

3.3.3

The case with frailty

To generate a random sample in this case, we draw M independent random variables
Ui, i = 1,..., M, from the r(^,r) distribution, after which we draw M independent

random variables, iV;, each from Poisson(^A0(fi)) distributions. Lastly, we draw
J2iLi Ni independent random variables from a distribution with p.d.f. A0(s)/A0(n)
and assign them as event locations to each of the M individuals according to their
corresponding total counts Ni.

The one dimensional case
We solved six test cases with M = 25,50,100 and r = 0.01,0.2. Each test was
replicated B = 1000 times. The case of r = 0.01 produced results that are nearly
identical to the case without frailty presented above. The case of r = 0.2 is shown in
figures 33 and 34, and similar to the panel data case, we see a slight increase in the
bias and the standard errors as a result of the larger variance in the sample. The r
histograms for M = 100 and both values of r are in figure 35. Here, as in the panel
data case, the estimates for r are the same for both REML and GCV.

The two dimensional case
In the last simulation test we solved the 2-d cases with M = 100 and 300 for r = 0.1.
Similar to what we saw in the panel data case, the results here are nearly identical
to the results in the 2d event times Poisson model. The histogram of r is shown in
figure 36.
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Figure 33: Comparison of bias and standard error for Id event times negative binomial
model with exact r = 0.2. Finite element interpolation has n = 64 degrees of freedom
in each case. Each test case was replicated B = 1000 times.
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3.4

Pennsylvania lung cancer data

As a real world application, we analyzed a dataset available in the SpatialEpi package
on CRAN. The data comprises numbers of lung cancer cases in the 67 counties of
Pennsylvania in 2002, stratified into 16 groups according to race, gender and age. The
race variable has two values 'white' and 'non-white', while the age groups are four:
'under 40', '40 to 59', '60 to 69' and 'over 70'. The dataset also includes population
sizes for each group in each county and geographic information describing the borders
of the state and the counties. The map of Pennsylvania with the county borders is
shown in figure 37
The matrix of observed counts,

NIJ,

has size

M =

16 by

L =

67. We use five

indicator variables as covariates in our model, i.e. p = 5. The first indicates that
race='white', the second indicates gender='male' and the third to fifth indicate each
of the last three age groups. In this setting the base group is non-white female under
40. The population sizes for different counties and different groups are considerably
different from one another, so the intensity function will model the rate per individual
of the population. We denote the matrix of population sizes Ztj, which has the same
dimensions as the counts N^. We will use also the notation Z, = [Zn,..., Za]T. In
this sample we have just one observation (set of counts) for each of the 16 groups and
the differences between the groups will be captured by the covariate effects. For this
reason we use the independent Poisson model.
In the model we fit,

are independent and have Poisson distributions. We will

denote //,,7 the rate of lung cancer for a person in group i in county j. This way the
expected counts are
E[%]

(3.20)

= ZIJFMJ = ZRJV<^KAR3)

With this notation, formulas (3.1) and (3.2) for the gradient of
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J

are modified as

Figure 37: Map of the state of Pennsylvania showing county borders.

Figure 38: Finite element mesh over the state of Pennsylvania.
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follows.
M

VflJ = ^(diag(Z,)Dw)TV-1[Ni-diag(Z,)M,]

(3-21)

1=1

a/

VQJ = ^(diag(Zi)D

- diaglZ^] - 28Pa

(3.22)

The negative expected Hessian in (3.3) is modified similarly, by multiplying each of
D;j, and Dm by diag(Zj) on the left. In the three formulas, the variance of N, is
Vj = diag(Zj) diag(^tj).
We generated a triangular mesh covering the teritory of the state; it is shown in
figure 38. The mesh has 612 triangles and 345 nodes, resulting in a Finite Element
interpolation space of dimension 1991. This number of degrees of freedom is larger
than necessary to fit the baseline intensity, considering that the whole set of data
consists of only 1072 counts. However, we needed this number of triangles in order
to reasonably interpolate the state border.
We ran the estimation twice, choosing the penalty parameter by REML and GCV.
The former method converged to optimal edf value of 44.9 while the latter gave edf
61.5. The estimated baseline intensities are shown in figures 39 and 40. Table 2
presents the estimated values of (3 and their model-based standard errors. We see
that all of the coefficients are significant . According to these estimates, white persons

indicator
race (white=l)
gender (male=l)
age 40 to 59
age 60 to 69
age over 70

REML
(3
s.e.
-0.120530 0.0314080
0.536589 0.0198635
4.126817 0.0371997
5.664099 0.0355899
6.149401 0.0328230

GCV
/3
s.e
-0.115797 0.0314024
0.537303 0.0198467
4.126610 0.0371921
5.663278 0.0355792
6.147698 0.0328138

Table 2: Estimated covariate effects and their standard errors
for the Pennsylvania lung cancer data.
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Figure 39: Baseline intensity surface for the Pennsylvania lung cancer data estimated
using REML. Optimal edf 44.9.

Figure 40: Baseline intensity surface for the Pennsylvania lung cancer data estimated
using GCV. Optimal edf 61.5.
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have slightly lower rate of lung cancer compared to other races, and males have a
higher rate than females. The last three /?'s show that the rate of lung cancer jumps
considerably between the first two age groups and continues to increase with age.

Conclusion
In this thesis we have demonstrated the applicability of the Finite Element Method to
the non-parametric estimation of the intensity function of point processes in time and
space. The advantages of FEM are particularly evident in two dimensional problems,
where it can be applied in a domain of any shape. Furthermore, the case of event
locations that we considered herein is in fact a method of density estimation. A
natural extension of the presented methodology is its application to density estimation
in a general setting, including two-, three-, and even higher dimensions. The FE
interpolation can also be used in a similar manner to data smoothing.
It is well known that in data smoothing the bias is usually greater near the bound
ary. In kernel-based density estimations, the kernel also has to be modified near the
boundary, which is a tedious and complicated procedure. If some information about
the function is known at the boundary, the FEM can naturally incorporate this infor
mation either in the projection matrices or directly into the interpolation basis, poten
tially eliminating the problem other methods encounter near the boundary. However,
this direction needs further investigation.
Another advantage of FEM that could be exploited has to do with the penalty
term. In the examples we gave here we penalized the second derivative. However, in
a more general setting the penalty could use an arbitrary differential operator, thus
defining a prefered space of functions. A penalized regression or penalized maximum
likelihood problem can be re-expressed as the solution of a differential equation, where
the sum of squared residuals or log-likelihood appear as a non-linear external force
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to the differential operator from the penalty term. This approach could also provide
some insight into what boundary conditions are appropriate for different situations.

A

Derivatives of J

The first and second partial derivatives of (2.24) and (2.25) with respect to r and
(3 are equal, since their difference is a function of a. alone. The first and second

partial derivatives with respect to r are found by direct differentiation and are given
in equations (2.26) and (2.30). Before proceeding with the (3 derivatives, we point
out that
Vpfr = V^e^AG(ft)) = ex^A0(fi)x4 = ^Xj,
and that the following identity holds
1+rNi

Hi(ltNi) + Ni — Ni

1 +Tfli

H^l+THi)
=

— Ni + A^(l + r//,)
Hi(l + Tfli)

Ah _ Ni - ^
Hi

Hi

+r u f '

Using these, the first and second derivatives of J with respect to (3 are
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(A.l)

The mixed t (3 derivative is
M

(Ni

drVpJ = Y ,
i=l

Hi)Hi

( l + Tfli)

2

In the event locations case, the first derivative of J with respect to a is
M

V„J = £

l\ rVafli

JV.+

~

T

2=1

J 1+

TfJ

Ni

+^® ( s i j )

,i

— 26Pa

3=1

N;

M
=£

t=i

E
j= l

a/ ,

\

11 i
r7
*otHi
1 + r/i.

V^ij)

Ni

M

= E J=
i—1

/ A';

iVj - //.

Hi

l

M

— 2(5Pa

2SPa

2 I

+ r/i;

Hi
* • I

=E
i=l Hi + r/x?
Hi

- 28Pa

"I" ^ ^ * & { s i j )

Mi

3=1

Differentiating the expression in the second line above, we find the second derivative.
M

VaVQ

rJ

= Y,

1 + riVi)

(l "I- THi)^a^at Hi

t^i)

- 2SP

( l + Tfli)'

1=1
M

(1 + r iVj)r
T
1 +rJV;
T
iVal'iVjn*
'""T'
1+
i=l _ ( l + T f i i )

=£

26P

Similarly we derive the first and second derivatives of J with respect to a in the case
of panel counts.
M

V„J = £ - JV.+
2=1

M

1 \ TV a fli

Nij^aHij

t ) l + THi

Hij

^N,,„

(Nt

Nt-iM\„

= £

1=1 L
M

=e
2=1

^3

\ Mi

N i — ^ ^ __

f

l* +

- 2<5Pa

Vi + THtJ

^ (Nij

o VotfJ'i "I" /

T>li

2<5Pa

I

j~t V Vij
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I *aHij

Hi J

— 2<5Pa

M

vav„Tj= Y.

-(l+rty)

(l

Tflij ^/at^a f^i

(1+T/J.i)2

i=l
M

L

^ct f-Hj

l^ij
iV
+ EE
i=1 j=i
;

/';j

^oct^ij

2<5P

»i

M r (l

+ riYj)r _ _ T
2 *a/^z *a
i=l _ (l + r/ij)

1 + riV*
^ j
1 + Tfli

E

M

ifii^T^a f^i)

t

l^i

L

+EE
j=i j=i . /''J

V7 V7 T , ,

t-tij

Nij ,

2

l^ij

-2SP

1*1]

Finally, the mixed r a and /3 a second derivatives are equal for both functions and
are found by differentiating the first r and (3 derivatives with respect to a.
a/

3rVa J = ^
i=l

1 ^ rVa/Ui

^ 1 +TA^ (l +T - H i T V a f i j

T2 J 1 + r/x:

T

M

= E _ r (1l ++ rr/x/ / j ) ' ^al^i
i— 1
a/

-E
t=i
M
VAV0

TJ

= J]

l—l
M

=E
i=l
B

Ni (1 + r/Lij)

>

( l + TfJLiY

1 + riVj
" ( I + T/ij)

2 ^al^i

-Va//i(l + r/Xj) - (ATj - /ii)rVa/A1 7*
x;
(l + T //j) '
M
1 + T-/V,
f + riVi
•VaAtjX?
y VcV^'/i
(l + r/ij)
(l + r//i)
1=1

E

Algorithm for minimization

In this appendix we present the computational details of the minimization algorithms
used for finding the minimum of GCV.
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B.l

Backtracking

The algorithm described here is presented in much detail and analysis in [16, section
3.1].
Suppose f ( x ) is a function that we want to minimize and that x c is the cur
rent approximation of the minimizer. Let s = sign (/'(:rc)). We seek an improved
approximation xn in the form
xn = xc — sa

where a is a positive number called s t e p l e n g t h . It is clear that if f ( x ) is continuously
differentiate, then there will be an a* > 0 such that f(xn) < f(xc) for all a G (0, a*).
In other words, if we try some steplength a and we find that the function doesn't
decrease, this means that we have overshot the minimum and therefore we should try
again with a smaller steplength. The backtracking algorithm is an implementation of
this idea. For given a > 0 and r G (0,1) we compute

xm = xc — srma,

for m = 0 , 1, 2 , . . . ,

until the smallest m is found, such that f ( x m ) < f ( x c ) and \ f ' ( x m ) \ < |/'(xc)|.
The second inequality is required in order to guarantee that not only the function
decreases, but we are actually getting closer to a minimum. Note also that the second
inequality will never be satisfied if the objective function is concave. However, in this
case f(x) would have no local minima and it's global minimum would be — oo. Clearly
this is not the case when minimizing GCV, since GCV is always positive.

B.2

Minimization by fitting a cubic polynomial

Let x \ and x 2 be two distinct points and let f \ = f ( x1),
P2 =

— f { x 2), P i — f ' { x 2 ) , and

f 2) be known. The unique cubic polynomial a(x) that satisfies these four
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interpolation conditions can be found by setting a ( x ) — a 3 x 3 + a 2 x 2 -I- a ^ x + a0 and

A

xr32

a

\

a3

h]

H

/ x3\

to to

solving the following linear system for the coefficients.

X2 1

a2

h

2x\

1

0

ai

Pi

^3x| 2 x 2

1

V

\0/

^2

Xi

)

The derivative of a ( x ) is the quadratic polynomial a ' ( x ) = 3a, 3 x 2 + 2a 2 x 4- a \ . If
the discriminant A = a\ — 3a3ai is zero or negative, then a'(x) never changes its sign,
and therefore a(x) is either always increasing or always decreasing; either way it has
no local extrema. In this case the algorithm fails to produce a better approximation
of the minimizer. If the discriminant is positive, then a'(x) has two distinct real roots
x± =

one

°f which gives a local minimum and the other gives a local maximum

of a ( x ) . The point that gives a local minimum is the one where the second derivative
a"(x) = 6a3x + 2a2 is positive. We denote this point x_ and recognize that it gives

an approximation of the minimizer of f(x).
If /(x_) < min{ f ( x l ) , f ( x 2 ) } and |/'(;r_)| is sufficiently small then

is suffi

ciently close to the minimizer of f(x) and we may stop the algorithm. Otherwise, we
need to set up the next iteration by replacing one of the original points x \ and :c2
with the new approximation x_.
An obvious choice may be to keep the two points that give the two lowest values
of /. Another obvious choice is to keep the two points that give the two values of
f that are closest to zero. However, we have an even better choice. Notice, that
if the values of f'(xi) and /'(x2) have different signs, then the interpolant, a(x), is
guaranteed to have two local extrema, since a'(x) is a quadratic that changes its sign
somewhere between x\ and x2 and therefore must the kind of parabola that crosses
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the x-axis twice. This justifies our choice to keep

and the X i ( i = 1 or 2) that

gives /'(xj)/'(x_) < 0. This choice would guarantee that the next iteration of the
algorithm will succeed.
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